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THE SCHOOL OF LA\ø CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION 1966
June 4-Saturday: Registration.
June 6-Monday: First day of cl¿sses.

June l3-Monday: Last day for late tegistration and for adding and dropping
courses,

July 4-Monday: Independence Day; no classes.
August 1f-Monday: Last day of classes.
August 1Z-\Øednesday: Examinations begin.
August 23-Tuesday: Examinations end'

FÁ,LL SEMESTER 1966
August

3

1-'Wednesday: Registration.

September

l-Thursday: First day of

September 12-Monday: Last day

classes.

for late registration and for adding and dropping

coufss.
November 23-\Øednesday: Thanksgiving

recess begins

at close of

classes'

November 28-Monday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m.
December 9-Friday: Last day of classes.
December 12-Monday: Examinations begin.

December }2--Thursdayz Examinations end. Christm¿s recess begins after last
examination,

SPRING SEMESTER 1962
Januaty I l-Vednesday: Registration'
January 12-Thursday: First day of classes'
January 23-Monday: Last day for late registration and

for adding and dtopping

courses.

Mârch 17-Friday: Easter recess begins at close of
March 28-Tuesday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m.
May i-Friday: Last day of

classes.

classes'

May 8-Monday: Examinations bcgin.
May 1Z-Vednesday: Examinations end.
Mey 2l-sunday: Baccalaureate, McFarlin Memorial Auditorium, and gtaduation
cxercises, Moody Coliseum,

Ofrces of The School of Law ¿nd the Univetsity will be closed July 4;
November 24; December 24, 2r, 26, 27, and 3lt January 2; a¡d March 24.

ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY AND STAFF
OFFICERS OF THE SMU BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Eugene McElvaney, Cbai.rmøn of tbe Boørd
P¿ul E. Martin, Vìce-Chøi.røøn of tbe Boørd
Gerald C. Mann, Secretøry ol the Boail.
Phoebe

A. Davis, Assì.støøt Sectetøry of the Boørd

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Chøi.rmøn
lüØilliam P. Clements,
Jr.
George P. Cullum, Sr.
Robert B. Cullum
\l¡. H. Dickinson, Jr.
Mrs. \Ø. \üØ. Fondren
S. J. Hay
Karl Hoblitzelle
Floyd B. James
Gerald C. Mann
C. A. Tatum,

Paul E. Martin
Eugene McDermott
Eugene McElvaney
George F. Pierce

\Ø. Kenneth Pope
Charles Prothro
Robert H. Stewart,

III

Robert G. Storey
\Øillis M. Tate
Mrs. H. Harold \Øineburgh

LA\ø SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Gerald C. Mann, Cbøhøøn

H. Fair
Malone
Dr. E. Loyal Miles
rùØilton
Ross

Judge Alfred P. Murrah

Harry A. Shuford
James

H.

\Øiseman

LA\T SCHOOL BOARD OF VISITORS

Bigbee,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Henri L. Bromberg, Jr.,
Dallas, Texas
Clovis Chappell, Jr.,
Midland, Texas
Dean Drlnlap,
Amarillo, Texas
Judge Joe Greenhill,
Austin, Texas
Jess T. Hay,
Dallas, Texas
Eugene Jericho,
Dallas, Texas
Harty L.

James

A.

Kilgore,

Dallas, Texas

Judge James Noel,

Floustonr Texas

Talbot Rain,
Dallas, Texas

Roberr F. Ritchie,
Dallas, Texas

\øalter M. Spradley,
Dallas, Texas
D. \Øilliams,
Flouston, Texas
James H. \Øilson, Jr.

Percy

Atlanta, Georgia
Sam Vinstead,
Dallas, Texas

The School of Laq¡
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ADMINISTRATION
Trrn Scrroor- or Law
\øillis M. Tate, M.4., LL.D., L.H'D., Sc,D,, Ptesìdeøt of tbe Uni'uersity
'ülZillianr

L. Ayres, Ph.D., Sc.D', Yice-Ptesiilent anil Prouost of the

Unìuersity

Trent C. Root, M.B.A', LL.D., Yice Presi'd'ent ønil Treasuret of tbe
Utti.uersì.ty

H. Stewart, B.B'4,, Yice-Presiùent f or Unìuersity Relatìons
R. Richard Rubottom, Jr., M.4., Vice-Presi'ilent for Uni'uersi'ty Life
Charles O'Neill Galvin, B.S.C., M.B.A., J.D., S.J.D., Dean of The
School of Løtu
Robert Gerald Storey, B.A', LL.D.' Deør¡. Ernerìtas
James R. Craig, B'B'4.' LL.B., Assìstønt Dean
J. B. \Øolens, B'4., LL.B., ,4sslslant Deøø
James

FACULTY
Henry David

Akin

Adju'nct Professor of Lau

Ã.8., Southwestern lJniv., L922; LL'B,, Univ. of Texas,
saul \Ø'

Baernstein

1925

LL'B., Univ' of Texas, 1963
^,i:î;l:ß;,':!:;'i;lårz,ri,
4.8., Dartmouth College, 1960;
Assistønt Ptofessor of Lata
Bernstein
Allen
Robert
8.S., Stanford Univ., 1952; M.A., 7956; LL.B., American
Univ,, 1962
Yi'sitins o""',,ßoT::!:;'""î
David R.

Borton

ilåä,iil,

8.S., Columbia lJniv., 1933;LL'B., 1936

Alan R.

Bromberg'È

8.,A..,

Ptolessor of Law

Harvaid Univ., 1949; LL'B., Yale Univ., 19i2

Prolessor
Charmatz
-Jan Paul
"f lfY
B.S., 8.4., Univ. of Prague, 1928; J.U.D' 1933; M'S'' 193J;

LL.M., Yale Univ., 1952;LL.B,, Univ. of Mississippi, 19lf

Yisititt'g Prof essot of Løw
lJniv., 1939 LL.B,, Univ' of Cincinnati, 7942
Assistant Professor ol Løw
Iames R. Craig'r'
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Univ., 1960; LL.B., 1963
Ptofesso.r o!-Lyu
Flarvey L. Davis
8.4., Uttiv. of Akron, 1937;LL,B, Southern Methodist Univ',

Richard

Cosway

,A..8., Denison

1940
" On leave, 7966-1967

I

Faculty

,

Emery
Professor Emeiltus of Lmu
8.4., Univ. of lVisconsin, l92l; LL.B., Harvard Univ., 1930

Clyde

John L.

FitzGerald

Professor of Lna

8.4., Univ. of \Øashington, 1928; LL.B,, 1932; LL.M., Harvard Univ., 1934; S.J.D., Georgetown Univ., 1940

\Øilliam J. Flittie
B.Sc.L., Univ.

of Minnesora, 1946; LL,B,

Prolessor

of Løta

Columbia Univ.,

1947
Charles O'Neill

Galvin

Prolessor

of

Løut

B.S.C., Southern Methodist Univ., 1940; M.B.A., Northwestern lJniv., t94l; J,D,, 1947; S,J,D., Harvard Univ., l96l
1/'

Robert S.

Glen

Adjanct Professor in Psychì.øtry

øtu¡l Løa)

,8.S., Stanford Univ., 1950;M,D, t954
Arthur Leon Flarding
ProÍessor of Løw
4.B., Univ. of Arkansas, 1924; J.D., Univ. of Michigan, 1927;
S.J.D., H.award Un,,, 1932
Richard \Ø. Hemingway Vìsìting Assocì.øte Professor of Løtu
8.S., Univ. of Colorado, 1950; LL.B., Southern Methodist

Univ., l9f f

Paul B.

Larsen

Assistønt Prolessor of Løu,,

8.4., \Øilmington College, 1953; LL.B., Univ. of Cincinnati,
1960; LL.M., New York Univ., 1963; LL.M, McGill lJniv.,
196t
Lennart Vernon Larson
Professor of Latu
8.S., Univ. of \lrashington, 1913; J.D,, 1916; S.J.D., Univ. of

Michigan, 1942

Lawrence

D.

Jr.

Visitìng Assocìøte Professor of Lmu
California" at L.A, l9i2; LL.B,, Univ. of
Southern California, 1963; LL,M., Harvard Univ., 196I
Lee,

4.8., Univ. of

McKnight
Professor ol Løu.,
8.4., Univ. of Texas, 1947; 8.A., Magdalen College, Oxford
Univ., 1949; B.C.L., 19f0; M.4., L9Í4; LL.M., Columbia
Univ,, 1959
Charles J. Morris
Visi.tiøg professor of Løtu
8.4., Temple Univ., 1944; LL.B., Columbia Univ., 1948
George A. Pelletier, Jr.
Assìstønt Professor of Lmu
B.B.A., Univ. of Notre Dame, 196l; LL.B., L962; LL.M.,
Flarvard Univ,, 1963
Reba Graham Rasor
Assístønt Professor of Løta
8.J., Univ. of Texas, 1946; LL.B,, Southern Methodist Univ.,
Joseph

ìüØebb

1966
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Professor ol Løw
Rov
---' Robert Rav
B.À., Centre College, 1924;LL.B', Univ' of Kentucky, 1928;
S.J.D., Univ. of Michigan, 1930
Assìstønt Prolessor of Løu
Eog.rr.
L. Smith
" B.B.Â.,
Southern Methodist Univ., 19il; LL'B', l9i8

Prgfessor of Løw
Taubenfeld
A.n.l Columbia Univ., 1947; LL.B', 1948; Ph'D'' 1918
Ptofessor
Thomas, Jr.
A. J.
"f,!!Y
"
8.S., Texal A&M College, 1939; LL.B., Univ. of' Texas, 1943;
LL.M., Univ. of Michigan, L947; S'J.D', 1951
Løw
Assistønt Pr.of essor
Charles A. Thompson
-of,
8.4., Univ' of Montana, 19f J; LL'B', Southern Methodist
Univ., 1966
Associ'øte Professor of Law
\Øilliam VanDercreek
l9l2;
8.S., Iowa State Univ.,
J.D., Univ' of loq¡a, 19f l;
LL.M., Yale Univ., 1919

I-Ioward J.

Charles rV.

ryebster

Ph.B., Marquette

Professor ot' Løw
\Øisconsin,

lJniv', 1942; LL,B., Univ' of

1948
Moss

\Øimbish

4.8., East Central State College

of

Ptofessot of Løu
Oklahoma, 1924; LL'B',

Univ. of Oklahoma, L942

J. B.

\Øolens

Assistønt, Pryf e1s9t.

of Lmu

8.4., Rice Univ', 1913; LL.B., Southern Methodist Univ', 1'962
Ad'junct Professor ìn Medicine ønil Løu
OzroT, Voods
8.4., Univ. of Nebraska, 1920; M.D.' 1924
LECTURERS

'Walter \Ø. Brudno

4.8., \Øestern Reserve Univ., 1936; LL.B.'

1938

Robert L. Dillard, Jr.
8.S., Southern- Methodist lJniv,, 1934; LL'B', 193f
Harvard Unív,, 1936
J. French, Jr.
Joseph
'8.S.,

"

\Øashington

& Lee Univ.,

19f

;

0; LL.B., Univ. of

LL'M',

Texas,

19t6

Bettv Sue Goolsbv
'8.'{.., Texas ôhtittirn Univ', 1948; LL.B., Southern Methodist

Univ., 1961
Vester T. Hughes, Jr.

8.,A.., Rice TJniv., 1949;

LL.B', Harvard Unív', 1952

Faculty

11

Charles R. Johnson
B.B.A., Texas A&M College, 1955; LL,B., Southern Methodist

Univ.,

1961

Augusto R. Larreta

LL.B., Univ. of Buenos Aires, 1916; M.C.L., Southern Methodist Univ., l9l8
Paul McCarroll

LL.B., Univ. of. Texas, 1927
Donald J. Malouf
B.B.A., Univ. of Texas, l9l7; LL.B., Southern Methodist
Univ., 1962; M.B.A., Univ. of Texas, 1963
Hugh B. Muir
8.S., Univ. of Oregon, 1943; J.D., Univ. of Michigan, 19f 0
D. Carl Richards
8.S., Univ. of Utah, 1.943; LL.B,, Southern Methodist Univ.,

t9t2

\Øilliam V. Traeger
8.S,, Northwestern, 1949
Fletcher L. Yarbrough
8.4., Southern Methodist Univ., 1917; LL.B., Harvard Univ.,
1960

LIBRARY STAFF
Hibernia Turbeville, 8.A., Løu Librarìøn
Susie

K. Albright, 8.4.,8.S., M.A, Assìstønt Løut Libtørìøn

Billie Brooks

Ruth Crozier, 8.4., M.L.S.
Carolyn Hoffman
Patricia Logan, B.A.
Nada Smit

LA\ø SCHOOL STAFF
Tommye Acker
Doris Beale
Kay Fisher, B.A.
Marjorie Gray
Mary Nelle Jeffers

Johnson
Eleanor Ledbetter
Susan Leedy

Beatrice

L.

Norma McGrew

Dick Morris, 8.S., M.S.
Margaret Seifert, B.A.
Mary Grace Shuey, B.A.

Margaret Smith, B.A.
Helen Susi
Loweda \Øester
Gerry \Øootton

The School of L¿w
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ASSIGNMENTS TO SPECIAL DUTIES
ADMISSIONS: Professors Larson (Chairman), VanDercreek and
\Øebster

CURRICULUM: Professors Bromberg (Chairman), Flittie and
McKnight

GRADUATE: Professors Thomas (Chairman), C.hatmatz, FitzGerald, Harding and Taubenfeld
LIBRARYT Professors Harding (Chairman), Bromberg, Charmatz
and McKnight
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS: Professors
Craig and \Øolens

Ray

(Chairman),

ADVISORS TO LEGAL CLINIC: Professors McKnight, Smith,
and \Øimbish

ADVISOR TO Sø'tbuestern Løa Joarøøl: Professor Charmatz
ADVISOR TO lou'rnøl of Air Løu øøù Coøøercø: Professor T¿ubenfeld

DIRECTORS OF MOOT COURT ACTIVITIES: Professors Davis
and VanDercreek

DIRECTOR OF PLACEMENT¡ Professor Larson
MEMBERS OF FACULTY SENATE: Professors Davis, Flittie,
Galvin, Harding, Larson and Thomas
MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY PLANNING COUNCIL:
Professors Galvin and Harding
MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE COUNCIL: PTO.
fessor Bromberg

MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL COUNCIL: Professors Charmatz and Thomas

T"u sc'oo,, oF LAV/

orsouthern

Methodist University q¡as established in February, 192t. The School
is a member of the Association of American Law Schools and is on
the list of schools approved by the Section on Legal Education of
the American Bar Association.
The Southq¡estern Legal Foundation was organized in 1947 as a

Texas.non-profit corporation for the purposJof supporting legal
education, projects in legal research, the improvement of the administration of justice and continuing legal eãucation of practicing
attorneys. It was through the generous efforts of the found"",

"rã
of the Southwesrern Legal Foundation that the Legal Center, which houses The School of Law, was built. The Foündation
has lent its ûnancial supporr ro The School of Law and afforded
students in The Schoo.l of Law an opporruniry to participate in the
nu-merous institute programs sponsored annually. The Foundation
ofrces are located in the Legal Gnter.
members

THE LEGAL CENTER
The School of Law is located on rhe norrhrv.esr corner of the
University campus, within the city limits of University park, approximately ûve miles from rhe business cenrer of ballas. Tire
School_of Law b_uildings (pictured elsewhere in this bulletin) include Storey Hall, Florence Hall and the Lawyers Inn.
The Lawyers Inn provides living quarters and dining facilities for
seventy-five students, and contains a lounge, recieation room,
f.aculty dining room and several guesr rooms for visiting atrorneys:
Florence Hall contains the Law School classrooms, a courrroom,

¿nd ofrces

of the legal Aid Clinic. The main building, Storey Hall,

the several libraries, administrative and facuüy ofrces, thé
Southwestern Legal Foundation ofrces, the Southwestern Løu
Joørnø\, the Journøl of Ai.r Lma ønìl Commerce, the Oil anil Gøs
houses

Reþoyt-er, _seminar rooms, a large auditorium, a student lounge and
-archi-

a public lounge. The buildings are of modified Georgian
tecture, corrforming to the sryle of all permanent buildings on rhe
campus. The classrooms and courtroom are commodious ãnd well
appointed. The three large reading rooms in the main building provide a place for study and research under excellent conditioni.

The Law Library contains approximately 130,000 volumes careselected to provide for study and research as well as to avoid
unnecessary duplication. It is equipped with a microcard reader, a
photocopy machine, and other modern facilities. Accessions âre

fully

14
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year'..wit\
at thc rate of approximately 7.,000 volumes- -a of
oil and
fields
in^the
*"tttitlt
to
gilr.,,
rpä"åf-"r**ion U.ing
Law', and
made

Gas. Taxatiorr. ktr..rrrrr"i, International Law, Comparative.

on,.Latin-Amerrcan legar
Juråprudence. Emphasis is also placed
have been
oublications. Cod"r. p.riodl",l', "tà outstanding treatises
here
are also
I
countries'
Latitt-American
äcouired from *ori ãf the

of France, Germany' I¡all and Sl.a1t

courts and all
";ffirìä;;ï'1.^ä-ui.ttt"re
Íft. LiUtt.y corr"tairrs all reported cases of theallfederal
from
English'cases
as
well
as
,i"i"'"oottt
the
of
;;;l;.s
reported
the
of
collections
also
are
;L:';t-. ãf H."ty VIII. There
of the Br-itish commonwealth'
the píi,.cipai
;;;;;;;
"ou',t'lt'
i"ãi"¿i"ã it.ft"å, s*ii"tt¿, Australia, New Zealand' South Africa
and Canada.

The Librarv has complete ûles

of over

three hundred and frfty

to seven hundred
1""å;;iÏ-tr'".'t¡¿r".ït]Ïi-"t,,tt"tty subscribes
hundred- are from foreign-counone
over
;;;i.;it';r'*nln
includes the current statute law of
tries. The statutory -ãi
"ofi."tio"
th" states, and a selected list of
of
,li
;il;"'u;i;;j s.rr.t
congrcssional re-

do.o*ents, including
united States Goverrrrrr.nt
'Ihe
""¿
hearings valuable for research in legislative intent.'
t"d
of
"otit
agencies
ïules, ,egul"tions" and decisions of the administrative.
excellent
has
Library
current'.The
kept
ifr. f.¿.åi government are
collections õf treatises, encyclopedias, digests, citators and loosestufJ-r.t"il"t which male it a valuable wotking laboratory.for
-I here
available.
are
textbooks
leading
all
of
copies
several
denrs.
,i" *rttt ,"*a, oi the subiects of government, economics, international reiations, and business in the collection'
Fondren Librury, near the Legal Center, houses the general liUrìi if the Uniíérsity. Its faciiities are avail¿ble to law students
¿t all times.

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The primary Purpose of The School of Law is the preparation of
the stticlent ioo tË. practice of law' The. curriculum combines

the
;;;"i"; i; th" ,.i.r'"Ë and method of the law, know-ledgeofofproin the handling
boã;;? th. lr-, and practical
.experience
i.*í""¡ p.obl.át. It 'also explores the relationship and responsibility of ih. l"*y.t to other segments of society'

The theoretical aspects are imparted, by the .case ancl problem
merhods of instructiãn. The c"så m.thoá involves the thorough

;;'dy"it-"f-rJ;"f.d ".r.r, statutes ¿nd other materials, and the disare intro;;;;í"t of legal principlås deduc-ed from them' Students
á"""J t" th." måterirl, they will use in the Prâctice of law' and
to make distinctions and to reason by analogy'
learn
-Intheproblemmethod'studentsreadwidelyintexts,cases'

Pre-Legal

Studies

It

statutes, rulings, and legal insrruments. The information so acquired

is organized tnd analyzed by the instrucrors in lectures and by
the students in class discussions and solutions to assigned Í.actual
problems.
Students gain practical experience not only through the problem
method of instruction, but also through such courses as Practice
Court, Moot Court, and Brief rVriting, and by work in the Legal
Aid Clinic, as student edirors of. the Soøthwestern Løtu lournøl and
the Journøl of Aìr Law and Cornmerce, and as srudenr assistant editors of the Oìl øøìl Gøs Reþorter.
Throughout the curriculum, every effort is made to keep the
classes as small as possible and thereby give students the advantage
of individual âttention and close personal relations with their professors.

PRE-LEGAL STUDIES
The School of Law does not prescribe a fixed course of prelegal study, but does examine the records of each applicant for-admission to determine whether the undergraduate courses taken
reflect adequate prepararion for the study of law. So far ¿s the student is free to elect courses, he should seek e v¡ell-rounded pro.
gram, incorporating in ir to the grearest extent practicable the
following subjectsr English, Flistory, Mathemariõs, Lirerarure,
Economics, Philosophy, Political Science, and Accounting. Particular attention should be devoted to the developmenr of facilìty
and style in use

of the English

language.

THE UNDERGRA.DUATE PROGRAM
ADMISSION
Dates of Admissioø. Beginning students in the Day Division are
admitted in the fall ,.*.ri". only. Entering students are no longer
accepted in the Evening Division'
Apptlcation for Adtnissiora' Application for admission should be
madå-well in advance of the datå-of intended enrollment. Application must be on forms supplied by The School of Law' The applica;t;; ;;;; t. t"pp*t.a by ttt.tt.tipts from all c-olleges attended by

Uy .oÍ1"g. questionnaires and letters of recomst-tpplieã ly fne School of Law' A person 6ling
an application while stiif enrolled in his undergraduate studies should
ãi" tïrrr".ipts showing the v¡ork completed.to date' and the courses
in
-_ which hå is enrolleá at the date of application'
f""h new full-time student of the University must present- written evidence of a recent physical examination by his personal.physician. Registration of the new student- is,not complfte until-the
form provided by the University h¿s been ûled
;h;;rl;.;ination
ïiin
-Án.n. Director of the Healch Center.
f"U-C-e students must have been vaccinated against smallo.r* within the last fi.ve years' Students are encouraged to have uplo-.I"t. inoculations against tetanus' polio and influenza'
Lmu Scbool Ailmission Test, candidares for admission to the firstmust take the Law School Aclmission Test administered
,r"".
l" ìn""lr$
Èàrr"rtiot tl Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey' Applicitioo blrrrks with compleTe details about the tes[ may be obtained
writing to The School of Law.
by
'Candidàtes are arged to take the test on the November or
F"t;r;t testing datãs prececling the fall semester in which they

ilr.

"åã
"ppti"r".
on forms
*"ndäiion

seek admission.

Selectìon' Admission to The School of Law is
bv selecrion baíed upon the academic record of the applicant and
oíher available data. The school reserves the right to reject any
without statement of reason.
applicant
- -Credit
Requirements. An applic¿nt must have been Sranted a
bachelor's degree from an accredited -college or university, or must
have completãd the first three years of a six-year combination course
ieading tå a degree in Law and Arts or Law ancl Business Adminirrr".iã" (B.A."or B'8.4.) uPon the-c.ompletion of a year of.law
ri"Jy. s.rìaunts entering o., ih" com-bination Programs must have
."rnåd ttio.ry semester hours of . college or university credit, exclusive of credits earned in non-theory courses without substantive
content appropriate to the study of law. No credit earned by cor-

Ailmission

by

respondence is accePtable'

I
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Ailm.ission Fs¿, Students accepted for admission are required to
deposit g3t.00 with The School of Law within fou¡ weeks of date
of acceptance. This fee is credited toward tuition charged upon enrollment. lt taill be forfeited. if tbe student føils to emoll.
AovrlssroN to Aov¡Ncro SteNorNo
A student who has completed successfully a part
of the law course in another law school which was at the time of
his study a member of the Association of American Law Schools,
or approved by the Section on Legal Education of the American
Bar Association, mây apply for admission with advanced standing.
The student must also have met the admission requirements of this
law school at the time he began the study of law. Students v¡ho
have been excluded from or are on probation at another law school
are ineligible.
Døtes ol Ad¡nìssoø. Transfer students who have completed two
or more terms of work in another law school may be admitted in
the summer session or in either semester of the long session. An
applicant who has completed only one term elsewhere should submit
a list of law courses taken and inquire concerning possible dates of
Persoøs Elìgible.

admission.

Aþþlicøtìon. Application for admission with advanced standing
must be made on forms supplied by The School of Law. It must be
supported by transcripts from all colleges and law schools previously

attended. Good standing in the law school last attended must be
established by a letter from the dean of that school.
Ad.aøøced Credit. Advanced credit for work completed in another laq/ school will be determined by the Admissions Committee.
Advanced credit will not be granted for a course completed in another law school with a grade below C or its equivalent.
Mini.mørn Resì.dence Requìremeøt A student admitted with advanced standing may not qualify for a degree from The School of
Law until he completes satisfactorily at least two semesters' study in
the Day Division or three semesters' study in the Evening Division.

AUDITORS
Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of approved law
schools may be enrolled as auditors in courses in the undergraduate
curriculum. Auditors are not admitted to graduate courses. Auditors take no examinations and receive no credit for work taken.
Full-time students in the University may audit with the approval

of the instructor, subject to

conditions he may impose.

REGISTRATION
Regìstrøtìon Periods, Students who fail to register during the announced registration period will be charged a late registration fee

The School of Law
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of gt.00. Periods during which late registration is permitted
out in the c¿lendar on Page f.

âre set

Minìmum ønd Maxì.ttt'øm Hou'ts.

,,"*T",P-"'îîil-." riJ-'i:x "il'ffi:,
Minimum'r10764
Maximum

1

t

Addi.ng, Droþþing, øøcl Vi'tbdrmuing.

10

1

01

6't

'.t

A student must give writ-

ten notifrcati"n io ãh. Ofrce of the Dãan whenever he adds, drops,
or withdraws from a course.
In those cases in which the student adds or drops a course, such
notiûcation shall be on a form provided by the University Cashier's
Oftce. A fee of $1.00 is chargeã for each course which the student
adds or drops. Periods during which a student may adc{ or drop
courses are set out in the calendar on Page f.
Notification of withdrawal from a course must be given on a
form supplied by the Dean's Office. A student may, with.the consent of ile instiuctor, withdraw from a course at any time prior

to the day that examinations begin in a semester or summer session'
stude.ri shall not be entitled-to a refund of tuition if he withdraws from a course.

A

AND ATTENDANCE
Vork. The instructor may, with the consent of

CLASSROOM \trORK
Cløssroom'

the

Dean, exclude a student Írcrr- a course for poor classroom work or
for iáproper conduct in the classroom. In srrih case the student will
receive a failing grade (\ü¡F) in the course.
Attendønce. Regularity in attendance at classes and diligence in
the discharge of all dutiËs are required. Attendance records may be
kept by ins;ructors; their decisions control in the matter of penalties

foi

uns¿tisfa

ctory attendance

records.

A

student v¡ho fails to take a previously
Absences from. Quizzes.
announced quiz mãy not continue the course unless excuse4 by-tlt.
Dean for goòd ctnté shown in writing (in advance if possible).-If- a
student is- excused from a quiz his grade in the course will be
determined as though the quiz had not been scheduled.
Absences lrom Exømiøati'ons. A student unable to take a frnal
examination at the time scheduled, because of illness or other unavoidable cause, must as early as possible (in advance if. practicable) notify the Dean in writing of such absence and the reason for

- - Utrf* a smaller number will meet residence and graduation
f*f12 with consent of the Dean for good cause'
8 with consent of the Dean fot good cause.

requirements.

l

Residence

t9

it.

The Dean, in conference with the instructor, will pass upon the
notify the student of his decision. If the reason be found
sufrcient, the student may take the examination with the class when
it is next given. The Dean v¡ill authorize a special examination at a
time to be ûxed by the instructor only under exceptional circumstances. If the reason is found to be insufrcient, the student will
reason and

receive a failing grade

(VF) in the course.

GRADES AND CREDITS

The minimum passing grade is 60. The tnal grade in a course
is based upon written examinations and other written work. No
final ex¿mination paper or other work will be regraded. A student
who fails to p¿ss a required subject may repeat the course but is
not required to do so except when f¿ilure is due to dropping or
being excluded from the course.
Method. of Comþøti,ng Auerøges. The grade in each course will
be weighed in proportion to the semester-hours credit assigned to
the course. In computing the averâge there will be included the
marks from all courses in which the student has taken the final
examination or received a final grade, regardless of whether credit
in a particular course is required to meet the minimum requirements for graduation. \Øhen a course is repeated, both grades will
be entered in computing the over-all average. \Øhen the student
receives

a

grade of \ØF,
average.

it will

be entered as a grade

of 40 in com-

puting the

RESIDENCE

A

candidate for graduation must have been in
residence for not less than six semesters (six semesters and one
summer session for students entering prior to September 1964), To
gain residence in the Day Division, the candidate must have been

Døy Diuhìon:

registered in that Division for not less than ten semester-hours in
a semestef or seven semester-hours in a summer session, and must
have passed not less than nine semester-hours in the semester or six
semester-hours in the summer session.
Eueni.ng Dàuisìon: A candidate for graduation must have been in
residence for not less than eight semesters (or eight semesters ¿nd
two summer sessions for students entering prior to September
1964). To gain residence in the Evening Division, the candid¿te
must have been registered for and passed not less than six semesterhours in the semester or four semester-hours in the summer session.

Gennøl:

If a student

is registered for but fails to pass the mini-

mum number of hours required for residence, he will be granted
fractional residence credit in proportion to the amount of work

20
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passed. Residence cannot be earned

by repeating a course if

resi-

ã"nc" w"r earned when the course was ñrst taken.
If a student transfers from one Division to the other, a period
of residence in the Evening Division will be considered âs three-

fourths of a like period in the Day Davision, and a period 9f r-egidence in the Day-Division will be considered four-thirds of a like

period in the Evening Division.

\øITHDRA\TAL AND READMISSION
Vitbdrøuø\. A student may voluntarily withdraw from The
School of Law before the date of his ûrst examination. In this
event, no credit will be given for work in any class, and â notation
of withdrawal (V) will be entered on the student's record.
Read.mission of Former Shtdents. Students who have withdrawn
from The Schooi of L¿w while in good standing will be readmitted
subject to the following limitations.
Students who withdrew before completing their f.rst semester
of law study may apply for readmission in the fall semester only.
Students who complètìd one semester may apply for readmissio-n at
the beginning of the spring semester only' Students who completed
tv/o or more semeste.t *ty apply for readmission at the beginning
of either semestef or a summer session.
Students who apply for readmission within the following periods
will be readmittel without reexamination of their entrance cre-

dentials: Those who withdrew before earning twelve semester-hours
credit, within twelve calendar months from the date of v¡ithdrawal; those who withdrew after earning twelve or more semesterhours credit, within twenty-four calendar months from the date of
withdrawal. In computing-these periods there will not be included
any period or periodi in which the student wâs otl active duty with
iÍ the armed services of the United States, or any period- in
^ny the student was licensed and engaged in the practice of law
which
in this or another state' Students who apply for readmission after
the expiration of the periods stated v¡ill be required to comply with
the re{uirements for ãdmission and graduation in efiect at the d¿te

of

readmission.

ACADEMIC FAILURE AND PROBATION
section, "semester" includes a summer session in which
the student registers for a residence load; "upperclassman" meansone who has cãmpleted two semesters with an over-all average of
Z0 or more. For the method of computing grade averages, see Page

In this

19.

First-Yeør Students:
1. Any ß.rst-year student whose over-all average
the first semester is less than 60 shall be excluded.

at the end of

Discipline

2L

2, Any first-year student whose over-all average at the end of
the ûrst two semesters is less than 68 shall be excluded.
.3. Any ñrst-year student whose over-all average at the end of
the ûrst two semesrers is between 68 and 70 sh¿ll-be on probation.
Any such probationary student must in his third semester eirher
raise his over-all average to70 or more or obtain a semester Lverage
of at least 72. Otherwise, he shall be excluded. A student who

raisès

his over-all avera;ge to 70 or more shall be removed from probationary status. .4. student who fails to raise his over-all average to at
least 20, but who obtains an ¿verage of. 72 or more in his third
semester, shall become an upperclassman on probation.
Trønsfer Stød.ents:

A student admitted with

advanced standing upon rransfer from
another lav¡ school shall be subject to the same scholasric requirements as a student who has successfully completed his ûrsr yeat at

this School.
Uþþercløssmm:
1. Any upperclassman whose over-all aver:,ge ú any time falls
below 68 shall be excluded.
2, Any upperclassman whose over-all ayerage tt any time is between 68 and 70 shall be on probation.
3. Any upperclassman who begins a semester on probation and
whose average for that semester is less than Z0 shall be excluded.
Reødmissìon:

Any student q¡ho is excluded for poor scholarship may petition
the faculty for permission to re-enter the school. Such permission
may be granted upon whatever terms and conditions the faculty
in its discretion wishes to set, if the faculty feels that the petition
h¿s merit.

DISCIPLINE

To safeguard its ideals of scholarship, character, ând proper personal conduct, The School of Law reserves, and each student as a
condition of admission concedes to The School of Law, the right to
require the withdrawal of. any student tt ttry time for âny reâson
deemed by the faculty to be sufrcient.
Dismissal from the school may be honorable, as in the case of a
student dropped solely for poor scholarship, or dishonorable, as in
the case of expulsion for violation of the examination rules or honor
code or other serious breaches of discipline. Minor infractions of the
rules of The School of Law will render the student liable to suspension from classes and cancellation of examinations or to other
aPProPriate sanctions.

Examinations in The School of Law are not proctored. Each student takes his examinations on his honor.

The School of Law
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in The School of Law shall not, wichout the written
the
Dean, either individually or collectively use the name
.oir"rr, of
ãi io"rtl.." Methoáist University Scirool of ,Law in .an¡ activity
Students

ofanykindoutsidetheregularworkoftheschool.Violationotthls
,.rt. i" t.grtaed as sufficielnt cause for dismissal'

Al[

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
must satisfy
candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Laws

all the following requirements:
1. RESIDENCE: The residence requirements set out on Page,19'
be earned in
The last two semesters of Day Division residence must
residence
Division
Evening
of
se'mesters
three
last
The
,frìî ,"fr""f.
must be earned in this school'
2. HOURS AND GRADES: Ninety semester-hours' credit with
an over-all grade avercge of not less than 70'
3. COURSES:
(A) All required courses set out on Pages Z6 and 27'
1n¡ Cto"P requirements as follows:
GrouP A-Business: Six hours'
GrouP B-ProPertY: Six hours'
GrouP C-Litigation: Six hours'
GrouP D-Public Law: Six hours'
Gro.rp E-Irrternational and Comparative Law and
Jurisprudence: Two hours.
The course descriptions on Pages 26^34 and 42-46 give the group
designation of each course'
(C) At least twelve hours in one of the frve groups listed above'
(D) At least one planning course' A planning course in a particulai i.o.rp ,rlty also-be counted toward the group requirements'
(B) and (C) above.
(E) b.rtrtrnti"l research and writing' At least three research
and iritirrg unirs musr be earned i.r one ãr more of the following:
lI I nne ôr more courses or seminars in which a substantial paper

i:-L;i;"J or permitted,'t (2) Directed Research,f (3) Brief vritl"g,'."¿ (a) þarticipaiiorr'r, srudenr eclitor on Sou.tltwcstcrn Løw
or oil6 Gøs Reþorter'

i"iriil,

¡àtírria of Air Løtu

øn'cl

Commerce,

are' where
in which research and writing credit may te earned
whethet
in the course descriptions'
-;riiing Flowcvtr' in each case'
credit will depcnd on whether the
the student will earn ."r"r;;h-;;d
student s¿tisinstructor requires or p.,-i,' " substantial"paper and whether the
factorily comPletes it.
'"ïî;i;"
.ã-î"*irir"rioo for Directed Research, the student must obtain written

TãJr*,

possible, designated

"o;;;;i^"I;Ì;;;;;;'l;'
School Rcco¡ds SecretarY'

th" rc'"u"h project' on a forrn supplied bv the Law

Schedule

of

Courses

2'

4. TIME LIMIT: A candidate may offer to¡n'ard the ful6llment
of the requirements only those courses completed by him in this or
another approved law school within (A) the six calendar years
preceding the intended date of graduation if he has been enrolled
in the Day Division or another full-time law school, or (B) eight
calendar years if he has been enrolled in the Evening Division or
another part-time law school. In computing the period, there sh¿ll
not be included any time during which the candidate was on âctive
duty with any U.S. armed service or was licensed and engaged in
the active prâctice of law in any state.
Except for the limitation under rules regarding readmission of
former students, a student must meet the Residence and Hours
and Grades requirements ( 1 and 2 above) in efiect et the time he
enters. FIe will not be afiected by subsequent changes in these requirements. Other requirements may be changed from time to time
with such applicability as the Faculty determines.
HONORS
Candidates for the LL.B. degree having the highest averuge grades,
not to exceed ten per cent of the graduating class, rrray by vote of
the faculty be awarded the degree cant laøde, înøgnø cøtn løaile
or surÌrmø cwn lø.d.e, No one shall be eligible for honors who shall

have taken elsewhere more than one-third of the work ofrered for
the degree. The average grade shall be based on work done in this
school only;

but to receive the

degree

with honors a transfer from

another law school must have at least a B average in law courses at
the school previously attended. Normally, the minimum averageg
for honors âre: cum laud*-8!; magnâ cum laud*88; summa

cum laud*9O.

SCHEDULE OF COURSES 1966-1967
For the year 1966-1967 the f.aculty proposes to offer the

courses

listed below. The number opposite each course indicates the number
of semester-hours of credit. Every effort will be made to adhere
to this program, but intervening circumstânces may require minor
changes. Persons interested in particular courses should inquire
about them shortly before the beginning of the semester or session

for v¡hich they are announced.
In add,ition to the courses listed on Pages 24 arrd 2f, students
with superior grade averages who have taken required courses are
eligible {or admission to certain gtaduate courses and seminars v¡ith
the permission of the instructor. A. schedule of these courses and
their descriptions may be found at Pages 4L-46,
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SUMMER SESSION 1966

Dnv DIvlsIoN
Damages

2

Land Use Planning

Government Contracts Semin¿r ----

2

Legal A.ccounting
Texas Matrimonial Property

International Law

------------------------ 2
2
----------

l

EvBNrNc Drvrsrox
Reqøìred Course
Constitutional Law

-------------------------- 4

Electiue Courses
Administrative Âgency Practice ---Bills and Notes

Land Use Planning
Problems of Proof

2

Criminal Law

Sales

2

2

Texas Land Titles

2

t

Texas Matrimonial Property --------,-

3

2
2
Seminar -,-------------,---- 2

Government Contr¿cts Seminar ----

fntetnational Law

------------------,,------

2

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS 1966-1967

D¡v

DryIsIoN
SPRING SEMESTER

FALL SEMESTER

Reqairerl Coxwses'l
4

Constitutionel Law
Contracts I
Crimes I
Legai History
Property I

3

2

Use

of Law

Books

2
0

t

Introduction to Procedure
Moot Côurt

3

Property

I

Torts

J

Torts I

t

Contracts II
C¡imes II
Ethics Lectures

II

II

4
1
3

3

Electiue Courses
Administrative L¿w

------------------------

Arbitration Seminar

Brief Vriting

Business Associations

CiviI Rights Seminar

I

----,.--.

------.

3

Abstracts

1

2

Admiralty

2

II

1

Business Associations

2

Civil Rights Seminar

2

Commercial Transactions

Collective Bargaining Seminar ------ 2
2
Cotporate Planning
Directed Research -,---------------,---,-- 1-3
3
Estates I (Trusts)

Conflict of Laws

Creditors Rights
Directed Research
Employee Relations

Equity
Estates

II

---------.--------

3

---.---------.-------

2

4
3
3

t
2

2

(lVills)

2

*,4.11 Day Division required courses must be taken during the ûrst year- of
study with ihe exceptions-of Constitutional Law, a second-year course' ¿nd Ethics

Lectura, a third-year course.

Schedule
Estate Planning
Ethics and Law Seminar

of

2,

Courses
Federal .A.ppellate Pr¿ctice
and Philosophy

-----.--

Evidence

fnsurance

a

Federal Courts
International Law

Law and Psychiatry

2
2

Medico-Legal Problems
Oil and Gas
Patent Law
Practice Court II

Labor Lav¡
Land Use Planning
Legal History Seminar

Problems in Ptofessional
Responsibility
Property Security
Roman Law
Science, Technology and Law -----

Municipal Corporations
Practice Cou¡t I
Regulation
Taxation I

of

Business

Vorkmen's Compensation

J

I

---------.--

I

Taxation II
Texas Practice

EvBNrNc DrvrsroN
Reqaired Courses't'
C¡imes I
Ethics Lecturc
Property I

7

0

t

Crimes II
Mæt Court
Property II

2

I
3

Electìue Courses
Administrative L¿w
.A,rbitration Seminar

Brief Vriting
Business Associations

I

--------------------

Collective Bargaining Seminar
Conflict of Laws
Corporate Planning
Directed Research
Estates I (Trusts)
Federal Courts
Legal Accounting
Pr¿ctice Court

I

Regulation of Business
Taxation I
Texas Lend Titles

3

Abstracts

1

2

Admiralty

2

1

Business Associations
Civil Rights Seminar

a

------ z
3

3

L

3

2
2

3
3

-t
t

Reiations

z

2

--. ---------,----

Creditors Rights
Di¡ected Research

1-3
3

II

2
2

II

(Vills)
Estates
Evidence
Federal Appellate Practice
and Philosophy

3

2

fnsurance
Labor Law
L¿nd Use Planning

a

L¿v¡ and

2
2

)

t

Oil and Gas

3

Patent L¿v¡
Practice Court
Problems

in

)

I

II

P¡ofessionel
2

t

Property
Science,

and Law

Taxation II
Texas Practice
tVorkmen's Compensation

--------

)
2

t
1

" Of the Evening Division required courses, all except Ethics Lectures must be
in the second year. Ethics Lectures should be taken in the fourth year.

taken
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one
class-hour per week for a semester. The number of semester-hours
of credit gìven for the satisf¿ctory completion of each course is
stated. Letier symbols following the courie descriptions -have- these
meanings: Gr.-group assignmènt; (Jn.-'no group crediti RÍVr"r.rrch and writing credit possible. Graduate course descriptions
appear at Pages 42-4t. This is a complete list of undergrad-uate
,.. ftg.t 24-21 for those cwrently ofiered. Others will be
"ã.rrr"r;in the future.
offered
The unit

REQUIRED COURSES

Løtu. Four hours. Historical constitutional theory;
of powers, state and nation; Pr'.rcess of judicial inter-

Constìtøtìonøl
separation

pretation; intèrstate commerce; personal righrc and privileges;
of law; equal protection of the laws.
Contrøcts I ønd. ll. Six hours. History and development of the common law of contract; principles controlling the formation, Performance, and terminãtion of contracts, including the basic
ãue process

of offer and acceptance, consideration, conditions' material breach, damages, contracts for the benefit of third persons'
assignments, and the Statute of Frauds.
Crimes I and. II. Four hours. Origins ¿nd sources of the criminal
law; the elements of crime and the various speciûc crimes, inctuding homicide, assault, rape, larceny, robbery, and arson;
criminãl procedure under the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure,
including jurisdiction, venue, preliminary examination, grand
doctrines

jury, indictment, information, pleas, trial, sentence, probation,
and parole; rights of ¿ criminal defendant under the United
States and Texas Constitutions.

Ethìcs Lectur¿s. No Credit, Material relating to the "rights" ând
"responsibilities" of admission to the bar, review of Canons of
Ethics and interpretative opinions, consideration of particular
problems arising out of relationship of the lawyer to his client,
opposing counsel and the court. Problems

in

Professional Re-

sponsibility and Seminar in Ethics and Law may be substituted
by the student in satisfaction of the Ethics Lectures requirement.
løtrodu.ctioø to Proced,u,re. Four hours. A presentation of the framework of civil procedure in Texas and Federal courts on the trial
and appellate levels. Special emphasis placed on the basic problems of jurisdiction, venue, and forum non conveniens; the various phaies of the lawsuit; judgments; direct and collateral attack on judgments; and the effect of judgments.
Legø\. Hìstory. Three hours. A history of Anglo-,A.merican law
with emphasis on development of judicial institutions, historic¿l

I
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of rules of private law, development of criminal
law, sources and growth of equity, development of political ,institutions, the reception of the common law in the Uniæd States
and Spanish elements in Texas l¿w.
Moot Cowt. One hour. As an introduction to the art of persuasion
by written and oral legal argument, all students ParticiPate in
an appellate moot court progrâm. Each student engages in -at
least-cqro oral argumentr óf moot cases. The culmination of this
program is the ðlimination tournament to determine the team
winning the First Year Moot Court Competition.
inter-relation

I ønd. lI. Six hours. Selected topics in personal Property
law;-possessory and non-possessory estates in fee, for life-and for
term,-and their respective incidents; concurrent ownership; futrrt" itrt.t.rtr; landlõrd and tenant; covenants running with land;
easements; licenses; water rights.

Proþerty

I ønd' ll, Six hours. Civil wrongs arising from breach of
duties imposed by law as distinguished from duties created by

Toús

contract; including

trespass

to

Person and property, negligence,
right of privacy; fault and

deceit, slander, libel and nuisance;
¿bsolute liability.

of Løw Bool¿s. One hour. Group program covering use of
la# library, form of citation of authorities, writing of elementary

tlse

legal memoranda based on research techniques.

ELECTIVE COURSES
Abstrøcts. One hour. Nature of an abstract; contrâcts to furnish
ân abstract; ownership of abstract; liability of abstracter; examination of abstracts. (Gr. B)
Admìnistrøtìue Lm,u, Three hours. The nature of the administrâtive
process-formal and informal; separation of powers and the legisIative delegation of rulemaking and adjudicatory discretion; the

basic powers and actions of a representative federal agency and
a reprèsentative state ageîcy, with comparison of the interlocking
reqoire*"nts of the Administrative Procedure Act and the Model
State Administrative Procedure Act; the Power to investigate
and the right to be represented by counsel; necessity for notice
and hearings; the examiner, the separation of functions, decision
making by the agency; limitations on the exercise of agency rulemaking and adjudicatory power; the right to' methods' timing
and scope of, judicial review of administrative action (Gr. D)

Admirølty, Two hours. Admiralty jurisdiction; maritime liens;
Flarter Act and Carciage of Goods by Sea Act; salvage; general
average; collision; seamen's rights; Jones Act; marine insurance;
limitation of liability; towage. (Gr. E)
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Air Lmt, Two hours. The regulation of air carriers and operations;
the special application of tort, contract and property doctrines
in the ûeld of aviation; the national and international approach
to these problems in the air space continuum. (Un.; R\Ø)
AnøIyticøl lørisþrødenc¿, Two hours. A study of the sources of
law, its techniques, and its phases of application with particular
reference to the Anglo-American system of private law; and an
analysis of such concepts as legal personality, the right-duty relationship, possession and ownership, succession and the role of

legal procedure. (Gr. E; RV)
Antitrøst Seminør. Two hours. A careful consideration of the legal,
economic, and political issues involved in the public regulation
of competition and monopoly. Sever¿l of the specitc problem
areas, including mergers, marketing arrangements, and patents
are treated in the context of selected industries. (Gr. A; RV)
Aþþlied. LegøI Training. Ane hour (optional). Assignment to law
office (ûrm, corporation, or government) for twelve weeks. Students maintain office hours Monday through Friday, perform legal duties under direction, and are compensated. Some assignments are divided between a law office and a county or district
court. Open only to students who have been in residence the previous semester. (Un.)
Arbitrøtìoø Seminør. Two hours. A comprehensive study of present-day arbitration as a leading method of settling disputes between management and labor and in other sectors of business
life, Major topics are: submission agreement vs, arbitration clause
in company-union contract; principal types of disputes; interpretation of contract clauses; procedures and techniques at hearings; writing opinions and awards. (Gr. D)
Bøsìness Associøtions I et il. Five hours (two in fall, three in spring;
no credit for one part without the other) . Pørtnersbips.' formation, control, liabilities, property, dissolution and disposition of
and entity concePts; internal and external
business;
^ggtegàte
partners; limited partnerships. Corþorøtìons: formarelations of

tion, control, duties and rights of directors and shareholders,
ûnancing, capitalization, distributions and organic changes; publicly-and closely-held corporations; securities and blue sky laws.
Throughout, income tax âsPects are explored and planning and
problem-solving are emphasized. Special attention is given to the
Texas Business Corporation Act as ¿ representative of modern
statutory trends. (Gr. A)
Brìef Vrìting. One hour. Students are divided into SrouPs and
assigned a ,case based upon an ¿ctual case transcript. Appellate
briefs are prepared and oral arguments are held before judges recruited from the Dallas bar. (Gr. C; RV)

m
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Ciuil Rígbts Se¡nìnør, Two hours. An inquiry into the origin,
evolution, present status and continued utility of constitutional
limit¿tions protecting individual liberty from interference by
Government, stâte and national. More particularly, consideration
selected problems concerning freedom of speech and political
actiyity, the separation of church and state, safeguards for those
accused of crimes, substantive and procedural due process, equâl
protection of the laws, the role of the military in our democratic
society, and analogous mâtters. (Gr. D; R\Ø)
Collectiue Børgøinìng Semìnø.2 hours. Restricted to students having had labor law. Deals with problems in Collective Bargaining
and Arbitration. Vill cover selected topics in regard to management rights, seniority; grievance procedures and such economic
issues as wages, automation and supplementary unemployment

of

beneûts.

A

paper or papers

v¡ill be required. (Gr. A; RV)

CommercìøI Traøsøctìons. Four hours. Study of Uniform Commercial Code with special emph¿sis on sections relating to sales,
negotiable instruments, and secured transactions. Sales: passing of
title, risk of loss, wârranties, remedies of buyer and seller, secured
transactions. Negotiable instruments: form, negotiation, holders
in due course, personal and real defenses, banking procedures of
collecting and remitting, dishonor, discharge; bills of lading and
warehouse receipts; suretyship problems. (Gr. A)

Coøf.ict of Løus. Three hours. The lav¡ relating to trânsactions

having elements in more th¿n one state; domicile; bases of jurisdiction of courts and of states; the rules developed and applied
with respect to marriage and divorce, property, contracts, and
corporations. (Gr. C)

Cmþorate Plannìøg. Two hours. Planning and problem course in
corporate, tax, securities, accounting and related frelds. Students
will draft instruments and supporting memoranda in solution of
a variety of questions in corporate organization, financing, operation, distributions, reorganization and liquidation. Background
knowledge equivalent to Business Associations I & II and Tax¿-

tion

I & II

is presupposed. (Gr.

A)

Creditors' Rigbts. Three hours. Enforcement of judgments; attachment, garnishment, sequestrâtion and receivership; statutes

of limitation; fraudulent conveyances; assignments for

of

beneût

creditors and compositions; jurisdiction and procedure of
bankruptcy courts; persons subject to bankruptcy; acrs of bankruptcy; rights and duties of trusree vis-a-vis debtor, secured and
unsecured creditors and assets of the estate; claims and distributions; and discharge in bankruptcy. (Gr. A.)
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Dømøges. Two hours. Standards applicable generally to the computãtion of damages; measure of dã-ages in contract, torts' arid
condemnation proceedings. (Gr. C)
Directed' Reseørcb. Maximum of three hours. Research upon legal
problems in any ûeld of law may be carried on with the consent

the instructär involved. A comprehensive, analytical and critical paper must be prepared to. the. instructor's satisfaction'
Op." to students who have completed over one-third of hours
required for graduation. Prior to registration for Directed Resea'rch, the strldent must obtain, on a form supplied by the Rec-ords Secretary, written approval of the instructor for the research
project and óertiûcation-Ey the instructor of the Group, if any,
into which the project falls. (RV)
Domestic Reløtìons, Two hours. Marriage: contrâct to marry, interference with the breach thereof ; annulment. Divorce: grounds
for, defenses and procedure. Parent and child: legitimacy; custody, adoption and support. (Un.)
Etnþloyee Relations. Two hours. A study of various acts covering employer-employee relations such as social security, fay
la6or stãndards aõts, unemployment compensâtion, \Øalsh-Healy
and Davis-Bacon Acts. (Gr. D)
Eqøi.ty. Two hours. Nature and source of equitable rights; specifrc

;f

performance and recovery situations; reformation; rescission;
iestitution; injunctions; interpleader; quieting title; limitations
on powers of court sitting in equity. (Gr. C)
Estate Planning øød. Prøctíce. Two hours. Problems involved in the
planning of estates with emphasis on tax savings and simplified
ãdminisiration; the drafting of trusts and wills to achieve sound
programs of estate mânagement; consideration of problems incident to the use of family partnerships, family corPorâtions, ¿nd
other intra family arrangements. (Gr' B)
Estøtes I ønd. lI. Five hours. Problems in the devolution of Property
and the administration of estates. Subjects treated include: intestate succession; formalities of gratuitous transfers; construction

of donative instruments; use of class gifts and PoÌ/ers of appointment; substitutes for conventional methods of property devolution; policy considerations in the disposition of wealth; income,
estate, and gift tax aspects of donative transactions; and the
fiduciary mânagement of trusts and estates. (Gr. B)

Etbì.cs and. Lata Semìnør. Two hours. (Alternative to Etbics
Lectu,res). A seminar on ethical problems of interest to lawyers
and ministers in the performance of the duties of their respective
professions. Students examine practical situations in which questions of the responsibilities of the lawyer to his client, the courts
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and society are presented. Similar situations involving the minister's relation to his church and community are examined. Enrollment is by permission of the instructor. (In conjunction with

Perhins School of Theology.) (G". E; RV)
Euideøce. Four hours. (Three hours in the Evening Division.)

The law of evidence in trials at common law in the Federal
Courts and in Texas, including examination, competency and

privileges of witnesses; leading rules and principles of exclusion
and selection, including the hearsay rule and opinion rule; problems of remoteness and undue prejudice; judicial notice; burden
of proof and presumptions; functions of judge and jury. (Gr. C)
Federø|, Coørts. Three hours. Diversity of citizenship jurisdiction;
federal question jurisdiction; removal of cases from state courts;
conflicts between federal ând state judicial systems; the substantive law applied in the federal courts; problems of venue, process,
and joinder; appellate jurisdiction and procedure. (Gr. C)
lnsurance. Two hours. Principles governing the making and construction of insurance contracts; types of insurance organizations; government supervision and control; interests protected by
insurance contracts; selection and control of risks; study of
standard form of insurance policies and the construction end
application of Texas statutes. (Gr. A)
løternatìonø|, Løa. Three hours. The sovereignty concept; nâtionality; territoriality; jurisdiction of states; recognition and diplomatic intercourse; agreements between states; international regulation of trade and commerce; internation¿l claims. (Gr. E)
løwnøl of Aìr Løu ønd Connerce. Maximum credit, three hours.
Preparation of comments on topics of current interests, notes on
cases of significance, and editorial work incident to publication
of. Joørnøl of An Løut ønd Cotnnerce. (Un.; R\Ø)
Løbor Lma. Three hours. The legality of labor objectives and of
various forms of concerted activity, such as strikæ, picketing,
primary and secondary boycotts; rhe labor injunction, including
federal ¿nd state legislation on the subject; collective bargaining
and arbitration; the Labor-Management Relations Acr. (Gr. D)

Ldrul Use Plaøøìng. Two hours. Evolution of legal theory from
nuisance doctrines to recognition of the comprehensive plan âs
an element of local land use control; components of the comprehensive plan, and methods for its enforcement-particularly zoning, subdivision regulation, street mapping, set back ordinances;
administration of zoning and subdivision regulation-amendments. of the zorling ordinance, spot zoning, special exceptions,
special permits, floating zones, variances, accessory use, nonconforming use, due process requiremenrs, the subdivision plat, decla-
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rations of restrictions, legality of administrative conditions; public acquisition of land-urban renewal, mass trânsPortation' oPen
spâce; the exercise of the power of eminent domain. (Gr. B)
Lma ønil Psychiøtry. Two hours. A seminar taught jointly by
members of legal and medical (psychiatric) faculties, inquiring

broadly into criminal and

civil law. The objective is to train
of the insights of the be-

lawyers to understand and use some
havioral sciences. (Gr. E; R\lr)

Accountìng. Two hours. An introduction to the theory _and
principles of accounting. Emphasis is placed on a legal analysis
óf such matters as determination of income, methods of allocating costs to different accounting periods, trânsâctions involving
debt and equity ûnancing, conceþts of corporate surplus, and
techniques of consolidating corporate tnancial statements. (Gr.

Legøl

A)
Legøl Aì.d.. Maximum credit, three hours. Representâtion of indigent clients in all types of cases, civil and criminal, with close
iaculty supervision. This includes interviewing' Preparation of
briefs'and pleadings, and court appearances as well as attendance
at lectures on thè practical application of legal principles and
the role of social agencies in relation thereto. (Gr. C)
Legal Hi.story Semi:nør. Two hours. A study of basic legal concepts
in historiial perspective with particular reference to developments in the Uni¿ed States in general and Texas in particular.
Certain concepts are examined comparatively to demonstrate the
impact of hisiorical trends upon modern substantive and adjec-

tive law. (Gr. E; R\Ø)

Legøl

Vritìng,

One hour. Study

of legal style, legal draftsman-

ihip and aclual drafting of memoranda and opinions on assigned
points of law. (Un.; R\Ø)
Medico-LegøI Problems. Two hours. A study of the relation of law
and medicine, including the considerations involved when members of the legal and medical professions must cooperate in the
solution of a problem. (Gr. C)
Mtwicìþøl' Corþorøtions. Two hours. Legislative control over municipãl corporations including constitutional limitation on legislative powers, home rule provisions, federal-local licensing and contractual relationships; general municipal powers and the police
power; municipal expenditures and public purpose limitations;

municipal contracts including agreements with labor orgtnizrtions; municipal bonds, property, taxes, special assessments; municipal liability in tort. (Gr. D)
Oil ønrl Gas. Three hours. Extent of title in unsevered oil and gas;
correlative rights and duties of ov¡ners in a common reservoir;
governmental regulation; remedies against trespassers; analysis of
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instruments conveying mineral interests, including both

3t
deeds

and leases; partition; pooling and unitization. (Gr. B)
Patent Løut, Two hours. Legislative provisions, patentability, prio!
art, Patent Ofice practice, validity, infringement, licensing and
relations with respect to copyright and trademark. (Un.)
Practi.ce Coørt I ønd. ll. Two hours. Preparation and trial of cases.
Students are divided into groups of two, one representing the
plaintifi, the other representing the defendant, and specific câses
ãre assigned each group. Fall semester-investigation of the case,
preparation of the pleading, interlocutory hearings, on motions
-draf.ting
proper orders, pre-trial proceedings
ãnd demrrrrers, and
and selection of the jury. Spring semester-trial on merits, examination of witnessãs, PreParation of instructions and special
issues, motions incident to judgment, motions for new trial, per-

fection of appeals. (Gr. C)

in Professionøl Resþonsìbilit!. Two hours. (Alternative
rc Etbics Lectøres.) Intensive study of ethical considerations in
day-to-day law practice, examined through. problems Posing
questions of conscience and the application of the Canons of Professional Ethics. At weekly discussions numerous faculty mem-

Proble¡ns

bers, members

E; RV)

of the Bar, and other specialists particiPate. (Gr.

ol Proof. Two hours. Burden of proof and presumptions on particular issues; procedure of admitting and excluding evidence; parol evidence; actual practice in making proof
of essential elements of a cause of action or defense. (Gr. C)
Proþerty Security, Two hours. The real property mortgage including rights and duties before foreclosure, priorities, transfer
of interests of mortgagor and mortgagee, subrogation, marshallProblems

ing, discharge, redemption and foreclosure. (Gr. B)
Two hours. An examination of

Regaløted. Iniløstries Semìnør,

those

s."to.r of the economy that are comprehensively regularcd by

governmental authority, The pertinent legal and economic quesiiotts are considered and their resolution within the framework
of the administrative process is explored. Attention is focused
on such selected industries âs transportation, communication,
agriculture, banking and public power. (Gr. D)
Regulation of Basiness. Three hours. A study of government regulation of business; control over monopoly and other devices for
restraining competition by the federal anti-trust acts, their in-

terpretation and application; control by the courts, legislatures

¿nd the Federal Trade Commission over unfair methods of competition; problems of rate-regulated public utilities. (Gr. D)

Romøn

Latu, Two hours. The

development

of the Roman law

from the earliest times through the late classical period, including
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study of actions, property, contracts and delicts, and a compariwith the development of Anglo-American legal institutions'

son

(Gr. E; RV)

Sciencc, Technology and. Latu. Two hours. A stucly of the development by cóurts and legislators of rules to meet the impact
of scientific and technological innovations, and of how diverse
societies are organized to meet new problems through law. Cases
range from thé broadest, e,g,, the industrial revolution and the
compensation of injured worhers, to such new national and in-

ternational issues as liability in the event of an atomic disaster.
(Gr. E; R\Ø)
Sout/nuestern Law f ournal Maximum credit, three hours. Preparation of comments on topics of current interest, notes on cases of
significance, and editorial v¡ork incident to publication of the
Sou.tbuestern Løu f otnnø\, (Un.; RV)
Taxøtiott. I ønd lI. Two hours per semester. A study of the federal
income tax system; analysis of sections of the Internal Revenue
Code, Treasury Regulations, rulings, and case law; development

of concepts of income, deductions, capital gains; tax consequences of difierent forms of organization; tax procedures. (Un.)
Texas Lønd Titles. Two hours. Contracts for sale of land; forms
of deeds; descriptions; w^traîty ancl other covenânts of title;
escrows; recording statutes; practice in clrafting; acquisition of
title to land through adverse possession. (Gr. B)
Texøs Matrimoni.øl Proþerty Løw, Three hours. The Texas law of
separâte ,nd co^moìtity property and the homestead exemptio-n,
includit g coverage of divõrcã and annulment, adoption, and the
rights of children in connection with these subjects. (Gr. B)
Texas Prøctice. Three hours. A critical examination of these areas
of Texas procedure3 jurisdiction over the subject mat-ter ¿nd the
person; vãnue and plea of privilege; pleading; special issue submission; doctrine of direct and collateral attacks on judgments;
appellate jurisdiction and procedure. (Gr. C)
Vorlzmen's Comþensøtìon One hour. A comprehensive study of
the Texas \Øorkmen's Compensation Act and the court decisions
interpreting the various provisions of the act. (Gr. C)

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
AMERICAN AND FOREIGT{ LAW
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law was created
to meet the challenge of world leadership v¡hich has been pressed
upon the legal institutions of the United States by international
developments following \Øorld Var II. The program is designed to
broaden the American lawyer's understanding of our Anglo-Americanlegal system and its place in the world, and to offer opportunity
those intèrested in internâtional and foreign legal
problems. To achieve its objectives, the Graduate School of American and Foreign Law offers opportunities for study and research in

for study to

the following major areas:
1. Advanced study in ,A.nglo-American jurisprudence.
2. An intensive course of study in internâtional and foreign
legal problems for United States lawyers.

3. One-year

courses

of

specialized legal training

in international

law, comparative law, and basic principles of Anglo-American
law for lawyers from foreign countries.

I. GENERAL GRADUATE

STUDIES

This program offers American lawyers an opportunity for more
productive careers in the private prâctice of law, in teaching, and
in the public service. The program is designed to: (1) afford intensive training on the graduate level in the fields of law which
h¿ve become highly specialized in modern urban practice, especially
in the Southwest; (2) increase the student's understanding of the

philosophy and history

(3)

of law and of the administration of justice;

encourage research and creative writing in the law and related
ûelds; and (4) offer specialized instruction to practicing lawyers
as a part of the plan for continuing education of the Bar. A student
in this program will seek the Master of Laws (LL.M.) or Doctor of

the Science of Lav¡ (S.J.D.)

degree.

II. THE LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
The Lav¡ Institute of the Americas is designed to improve understanding among the peoples of the Americas through study
of the laws, institutions and governments of the American nations
and to train lawyers to handle \Øestern Hemisphere legal problems.

TrlB CrvIr,-LA\¡z CuRRIcuLUM*
This program is designed for North American lawyers who seek
to acquire a competence in representing individuals and ûrms en* Students interested in this program should make inquiry of the Chairmm of
rhe Committee on Graduate Studies, as the program and curriculum are subject

to

change.
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gagêd in foreign operations, or who wish to work with governrnental agencies qperating abroad or with foreign clients' IJpon satisfactory completion of a year of study in the civil law system
¿nd in compaiative law the student receives the Master of Comparative Law (M.C.L.) degree. Chapters of the respective Civil and
Commercial Codes of selected civil law countries are studied in
detail using the exegetic, case and problem methods. This "vertical"
method of comparative legal study is intended âs a meâns for the
acquisition of J more proÍound and professional acquaintance -by
the common law lawyðr with the próblems and methods peculiar
to civil law thinking and practice, ãs found in a few, specially selected civil law jurisdictions. Knowledge of the Spanish language
is recommended, but is not required. In addition to the basic
courses in Civil and Commercial Law, other courses are ofiered in
specialized ûelds of Internation¿l Law and Latin American Public
Law.
An additional period of graduate study in Latin America is available to students who have successfully completed the one-year program described above and have demonstrated an excePtional c¿pacity for advanced study in the civil law. Under arrangements
with selected Latin A.merican universities, students mây pursue a
course of study which, if successfully completed, will lead to a Doc-

torate in Civil Law. Eligibility for participation in the programs
in Latin America requires proú.ciency in the Spanish language.
The courses of instruction for 1966-1967 ate listed on Pages

I

I

42-46.
I

Trrs CoMvtoN-LA\r Cunntcu¡-urvt

I

i

This program is designed to offer L¿tin American lawyers, trained

in the civil-law, an opportunity to acquire a knowledge of the legal
systems and political and legal institutions of the United States.
The program lncludes a study of intern¿tional legal problems, with
partiõular emphasis on those relating to the \Øestern Hemisphere.
The courses of insruction Í.or 1966-1967 are listed on Pages
42-46.

III. THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\ø
The primary purpose of the Academy of American Law is to
provide a comprehensive program of study in the theory and practice of American political and legal institutions and the American
legal system to lawyers from outside the \Øestern Flemisphere who
have not received training in Anglo-American law.
The courses of instruction Í.or 7966-1967 are listed on Pages
42-46.
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DEGREES
Møster of Latus (LL.M.). To receive the degree of Master of
Laws the student must meet the following requirements:
( 1) Residence in the School of L¿w for not less than two
setnesters if a full-time student, and not less than fow semesterg
if a part-time studenr.
(2) Completion of a sufficient number of graduate courses to
make a total of at least sixteen semester-hours. The student musr
have an average grade of 80 on all courses tahen, with no grade

below 70. After a student has completed at least six hours of work
with the average required for the degree he will be notiûed in writing that he is a candidate for the degree of Master of Lav¡s. In
exceptionâl cases undergraduate courses giving credit of up to four
semester hours may be taken where approved by the Committee on
Graduate Studies.

(3) Completion of at least four semester-hours in the ûeld of
the general theory of law. These courses âre counted toward the
sixteen-hour requirement.
\Øith prior approval, the student may rake nor more than four
hours of his required work in the Graduate School of the University
or in Perkins School of Theology. In particular, a student will
benefit from courses in economics and theology in which there is,
considerable jurisprudential conrenr.

(4) Preparution of a dissertation, written under the direction of
a professor. This dissertation must be approved by both rhe professor and the Committee on Graduate Studies. It musr be iubmitted in triplicate at least 60 days before the date on v¡hich the'
candidate seeks to receive his degree, It is recommended rhat the
dissertation be in a form suitable for publication. The dissertation
must comply with the instructions published by the Committee;
instructions are available from the Committee.
( t ) All requirements must be completed within three years
from the date of initial registrâtion as a gra;dv^te srudenr, unless
the candidate is continuously enrolled as a part-time student, in
which case all requirements must be completed within 6.ve years,
Since one of the púmary aims of the graduate program is ro
foster research and encourage creative writing, it is contemplated
that the formal course work will require approximately rwo-rhirds
of the student's time, and that the other one-rhird will be devoted
to the dissertation. Therefore, candidates for degrees will not be
permitted to register for more than four two-hour courses in one
semester if full-time and not more than two two-hour courses if
part-time.
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ls
Møster

of

Comþørøtiue

Løw (M.C.L'). The requirements for

this degree i"clud" the completion of twenty-four hours of credit
from tËe courses set out below in the programs of the Law Insti-

tute of the Americas or the Academy of American Law or from
other courses sclected after consultâtion with the Committee on
Graduate Studies, The degree is awardecl to those stuc{ents who comàYetage grade of 75,,and lo grade
plete the course work wlth

"n
Lelow 70. After the completion of otte ,.*.rt.t with such
ih. ,t.rd.rrt will

be notifred

grades,

in writing that he is a candidate for the

of Master of Comparative law.
boctur of Science of Lmtt (S.J.D').

degree

Persons who have comPleted
Laws degree or the Master of
Compalrative Law degree with distinction, or who have engaged in
h* ä""hi"g or the iractice of law for ûve years and demonstrated
o'f high merit, Tay þe admitted .to
legal scholaiship by'writings
'S.¡.n.
a.g."". A ìandidate for the doctoral defor ih"
"ådid""y
gree wili ordinarily te in rÃidence for one year and enroll in at
i".rt fo.r. ,.rrr.rr"r-horrrs of courses (two hours in legal philosophy
and two hours in cornParative legal theory or international law) '
These require-"nt, ,rr"y be waived by the Committee on Graduate
has completed work at the master's
Studies -hetr the
"r.tdid"t"
The candidate must sâtisfâctorily complete
level in this institution.
a thesis in publishable form. An oral examination will be required

the requireåents for

ih. tvtntì.i of

of all candidates.
ADMISSION
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
ARE
\øHO
STUDENTS
Each applicant for admission to candidacy for a degree- must be
, gr^óu ü of an approved American lav¡ school and holcl a colãccredited college or university, or a graduate
les". d.er"" from
"tt
of" a foieign law school of standing comparable to those approved
bv the Seãtion of Leeal Education of the American Bar Associa'
tíon. The applicant ñrust have ranked in the upper one-half of
his law school class.
The Committee on Graduate Studies may in its discretion waive
the requirement of an undergraduate degree if the applicant Sraduated irom law school before September, 19Í2,
STUDENTS \øHO ARE NOT CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
A limited number of members of the bar who do not seek ad-

vanced degrees may be admittecl to grâduate seminar courses âs special students. Auditors are not permitted, as all students must participate in the work of the course, must PrePare such assignments
Åry be required, and must take examinations.

",
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APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Application for admission to General Graduate Studies should be
made to the Secretary, Committee on Graduate Studies, School of
Law, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 7t222, U.S.A.
Application forms will be mailed upon requesr. An applicanr musr
include with his application a lettei srarir\g the purpãie for which
he wishes to do graduate work.
Application for admission to the Law Institute

of the Americas
by Latin-American students should be made to rhe Institute of
International Educ¿tion through the Committee for Study and
Training in the United States in the candidate's counrry in
September or October of the year preceding that of intended enrollment. The address of the Committee can be ascertained from
the Cultural Affairs Oficer at the United States Embassy or frorn
the nearest U.S. consular ofrce.

Application for ¿dmission to the Law Institute of the Americas
by North American srudents should be made ro rhe Secrerary"
Committee on Graduate Studies, School of Law, Southern Methodist.University, Dallas, Texas 7t222, U.S.A. Application forms,
will be mailed upon request. An applicanr musr include with his
application a letter stating the purpose for which he wishes to do
graduate work.

Application {or admission

to the Academy of

American Law

should be by letter in English to the United States Cultural Attache
at the Embassy or Legation of the United States located in appli-

cant's nâtion. The application shall include rhe age of applicant;
a short curriculum vitae; statement of abiliry to read anã understand English; a certified transcripr of grades received in law
school, in English; and a recent photograph of the applic¿nr. Applications for each term beginning in September may be ûled ãt
any time before March 1.

FELLO\TSHIPS
Fellowships providing tuition, fees, room, board, and books are
available each yeat to a limited number of highly qualified studenrs. In addition ro the fellowships, a number of tuition grants
are available to candidates for the LL.M. degree who present supe-

rior

scholastic records.

Attention of foreign applicants is direcred to the fact th¿t the
Graduate School of American and Foreign Law has no funds to
grant for ffavel expenses, either to or from the United States or
within the United Srares, nor does it have any administrative influence through which government or privâte agencies can be
persuaded to assist in travel.
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SCHEDULE OF COURSES
1966-1967

For the year 1966-1967 the Faculty ProPoses to offer the courses
listed on Page 41, with the number opþosite each course.indicating
the number"of se'mester-hours of credii' Every efiort will be m¿de

to

adhere

to this program' but intervening

quire changes.

circumstances may re-

Schedule

of

4l

Courses

GENERAL GRADUATE'F
Fall Scmest*
Administrative Agency Practice --Corporatc Finance
-----=..--.-.Government Regulation
of

Oil ¿nd Gas
Law in Society I

Securities Regulation
---.Taxation of Èusiness E^titi"rTaxation of Deferred
Compensation Plans

-----------

Sþrfug Seøester
and Gas T¿xation
International Organizations

2
2

Federal

2
2
2
2

Law

Oil

Law

in

Society

2

-

II ------

2

Problems of Doing
Business Abroad

Taxation ¿nd Fiscal----Policy
Unit and Cooperative Oil
¿nd Gas

2

,
2

--

fürporate Reorganization

2

-

LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS"
(Civil-Law Program)
FøIl

Civil L¿w I
Comparative

Semester

Civil

Sþri.ng Semester

Civil Lav¡ II

t
Procedure ------- t

t

Comercial Law (Civil)

Inter-American Regional L¿n'
fnternational Law
Law in Society I

--------

2

Comparative Private

International Ltw ------------------ 2
Continent¿l and Latin-American
Legal Theory
2
Intern¿tional Organizations Law
3
- 2
Latin ,tmerican Constitutions ----Law in Society II
2
Problems of Doing

t

3

t

Business Abroad

3

LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
(Common-Law Program)
end

ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\T
Føll Seøester

Sþring

Commercial Law I (Common) ----- 3
Comparative Civil Procedure ---------- 2
International Law
Inte¡-American Regional Law -------- 2
Introduction to American Legal
Method and Judicial System ------ 2

Law in Society

I

Comercial Law

(Common)

Comparative Private
Internation¿l Law

Criminal Law (Common)
Government,

rì¡o",

--

3

-

Law in Society II

-

Property Ownership (Common)
Problems of Doing

-

Business ,A,broad

3

2
2

--.

""¿'s"ri;.r,
fnternational Organizations
Law

---------------------------- 2

U.S, Constitutional Structure --------

Se¡neste¡

II

3

3

2
2
3

t Courses listed here may be taken for undergraduate credit with the permircioa
of the instructor by undergraduate students with superior grade ayerâges \rho
have completed the required courses

of the

undergraduate curriculum.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

of credit is the semester-hour, which
class-hour per week for a semester. The number of
of credit given for the satisfactory completion of
The unit

represents one
semester-hours

each course is

stated. Leiter symbols following the course descriptions are Íor
the information'of undergraduate students and have these meanno SrouP credit-; RV--:
group assignment; Un.
ings: Gr.
- iriting credit possible. Courses
wichout such symbols
rer-earch and
may not be taken by undergraduâte students.
Ad,mìnistrøtiue Ageøcy Prøctice. Two hours. Problems encountered by the ptt.titioo.. in presenting his case before an adminis-

trative agency, with special attention to: illustrative â8ency Proceedings involving adjudication, rulemaking and investigation,
includlng the pre-hearing conference' the testimonial and written
case, comparisõn of the examiner's initial decision and the agency's
ûnal decision; rules of practice and procedure of representative
f.ederal, state and local ãgencies; government contracts; evaluation of standards for judicial review of administrative ¿ctionthe substantial evidence rule, the clearly erroneous rale, trial de

need for legislative reform-appraisal of the Administrative Procedure Act, the Administrative Conference of the United
States, the Model State Administrative Procedure Act. (Gr. D;

nouo;

R\ø)
Cíuìl Latu l. Three hours. Sources of private law in a selected
civil-law jurisdiction, code interpretation and classiûcation, general theory of juridical acts in a civil-law jurisdiction, a study
of the law of contracts and obligations. (Gr. E)
Ciuil Lma ll. Two hours. The law of property, personal and real,
the land registry and real rights; ¿ brief survey of civil-law
actions and remedies. (Gr. E)
Connnerci.øl Løw I. (Common-Law Curriculum). Three hours.
Discussion of detailed problems of the Anglo-American law of
contracts.

Il (Common-Law Curriculum). Three hours.
Chattel mortgages, trust receipts, factor's liens, other liens, bills

Com¡nerciøl Lata

and notes, partnerships, and compositions.
Co¡nmerciøl Law (Civil-Law Curriculum). Three hours. Historical
development of the law merchant, and study of the code of commerce in a civil-law jurisdiction, its application to commercial
acts in transâctions, problems of drafting and counseling in commercial contracts, A study of business associations and negotiable
instruments under the commercial code of a civil-law jurisdic-

tion. (Gr. E)

Description of

Courses

Comþørøtì.ue Cíuil Proced'øre. Two hours.

principal institutions and concepts
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An examination of the

in Civil

Procedure

in

the

major procedural systems. Some of the topics to be discussed are
jurisdiction of courts, venue, the methods of pleading or bringing
the facts to the attention of the adverse party and the court (the
concept of "pleading" does not exist in the civil law countries),
the role of tñe judgã in conducting the trial, devices for simplifying the tror-ál course of a lawsuit, review of judgments by trial
and appellate courts, execution of judgments, and non-adversary
proceãures. Individual research and group discussion will be encouraged. (Gr. E; R\Ø)

Løa' Two hours' A comParative
anãlysis of the most importânt concepts of international conflict of laws and their application in the courts of the U.S., England, France, Germany, iome Latin American countries and the
Socialist countries. After a series of lectures it is planned to assign the most important topics such as jurisdiction, enforcement
of foreign judgments, and the choice-of-law rules, for contracts'
torts, property, wills and estates, and family law for seminar-type

Coruþørøtiue Príuøte lnternøtional

discussions. (Gr. E; R\Ø)

Continentøl ønd. Løtiø-Artericøn Legøl Tbeory. Two hours. The
development of Continental and Latin-American legal philosophy
from the 19th century to the present. (Gr. E; R\Ø)
Corþorøte Finaøce. Tv¡o hours. Dividends, repurchase and redemption of issued shares, arrd otganizational changes (charter amendments, merger, consolidation and sale of assets) ; corporate indebtedness; related problems of state and federal regulation. (Gr.
A; R\Ø)
Corþorøte Reorgaøizøtìoø. Two hours. Insolvent and solvent reorganizations under federal and state law. Special attention will
be given to Chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act, the requirements
of fairness and feasibility, and the rights of creditors and sh¿reholders. Prerequisite: the course in Business Associations II. (Gr.
A; R\Ø)
Critninøl Løw (Corrrrr'on-Law Curriculum). Two hours. Origins
and sources of criminal law in the United States; the elements of
the crime and the various speciûc crimes.
Oil ønd. Gas Taxøtion Two hours. Tax problems of the
petroleum industry; the leasing transaction, farm-outs and sharing
arrangements; drilling and development costs; operâtions. Techniques used in sales and exchanges, depletion and intangibles, development and operations, frnances and sharing arrangements,
tranifers of oil properties, unitization and other organizatioî l

Fed.erøl

mâtters. (Gr.

A; R\Ø)
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Gouerøment, Labor ønd Busìness. Three hours. Organization and
procedure of federal and state administrative agencies; delegations
of powers, the nature of the power vested in administrative
agencies, requirements of due Process' judicial control over administrativeìction. Association of employees and the legality and
illegality of labor objectives; forms of concerted ¿ctivities such
as striËes, picketing, primary and secondary boycotts; legal
aspects of cõllective bargaining. Legal adjustments of the conflict of interests caused by the rise of. large scale business associations with emphasis upon control of monoply and restraints of
competition by anti-trust acts and control'over unfair methods
of competition.
Goaernment Regu.løti.on of Oil ønd Gøs. Two hours. Need for

regulation, state and federal; sources of the right to regulate;
growth and trend of regulation; court review of administrative
acts; federal versus stâte regulation; effect upon prices, competition, ultimate recovery, royalty owners' oPerators and upon the
economy generally. Prerequisite: the basic course in Oil ancl Gas.
(Gr. D; R\Ø)
lnter-Anterican Regìonøl Lmt. Two hours. Multilateral and principal bilateral conventions among the ,A.merican States, with
particular emphasis upon the Charter of the Organization of
Ámerican Statis, the Inter-American Trcaty of Reciprocal Assistance, the American Treaty on Pacific Settlement; a study of
juridical-political problems of the Americas. (Gr. E; R\Ø)
løternøtìonøl

Løw.

Three hours.

See

page 31 for course description.

lnternøtíonøl Orgønì.2øtì.ons Løta. Three hours. Maintenance of
international order and accomplishment of international justice
through the United Nations; privileges and responsibilities of
member states; functions and pov¡ers of its principal organs. (Gr.
E; R\Ø)
lntrotlu.ctìon To Americøn Legøl Method. ønd lu,dici.al Systent, Two
hours. Introduction to the study of American law and its history
for foreign students by discussing the materials and methods
of law study, the reading of a case, the common law method of
distinguishing between "holding" and "dictum" and the synthesis

of decisions; study of American maxims of statutory construction and weight of interpretation of statutes in prior judicial
decisions. The organization of the courts including distribution
of judicial business, inferior and appellaæ courts, relationship and
jurisdiction of federal and state courts, procedure in civil cases,
the role of the lawyer in litigation, aspects of the independence

of the legal profession.
Løtin Arneúcøn Constitøti.ons. Two hours. Problems of constitutionalism in the American nâtions. Particular emphasis will be
placed upon such ú.elds as the sepârâtion of pov/ers, federalism,

Description of
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and certain substantive civil economic and social rights. (Gr. E;
R\ø)
Løat in Society l. Two hours. A study of the historical development of doctrines concerning the nature and purpose of lew;
origins of the legal ethic of the Americ¿n society; the relationships of law, morality, and religion. (Gr. E)
Løu in Society ll. Two hours. Contemporary thought concerning
the nature, purpose and application of law; legal institutions of
an industrialized urban society; the impact of legal positivism
upon traditional Anglo-American legal theory. Prerequisite: Law

Society I. (Gr E.)
Pooling ønd. Unitizøtioø. of Oil ønìl Gøs lnterests. T'¡vo hours.
Nature and mechanics of oil and gas reservoirs; voluntary and
compulsory devices for accomplishing poolings and unitizations
and their operâtional objectives; consequences of poolings and
unitizations upon property and contract interests affected. Prerequisite: basic course in oil and gas. (Gr. A; R\Ø)

in

Priuøte lnternatíonø|, Løu (Civil-Law Curriculum). Tu'o hours.
A study of the problems of jurisdiction and choice-of-law in

Continental European and Latin American law with special
Latin American countries. The

emphasis upon Mexico and other

Bustamante Code and Montevideo Conventions will be discussed
as examples of Latin American thinking regarding private inter-

national law. (Gr. E; R\tØ)

ol Doing Bøsiness Abroad. Three hours. An intensive
study of the practical legal and tax problems encountered by individuals and corporations doing business abroad under national
and international law. Particular arrenrion will be paid to the
problems of the petroleum industry such as the ownership of
minerals, open and closed countries as to oil and gas and the obtaining of concessions. The course also contains a survey of

Problerns

\Øestern Hemisphere tax systems with emphasis on taxes imposed and entities taxable; analysis of reciprocal r¿x convenriong
in force between U.S. and other countries; treatment of business
abroad under U.S. and foreign rax srarures. (Gr. E; R\[)

Proþerty Ouøership (Common-Law Curriculum). Two hours.
The institution of property in modern American law, including

the place of property in the social and economic order; the complete property; the fractions of property; the classif.cations of
property; and restraints on its use.

Securities Regaløtioø. Two hours. Federal and Texas regulation of
the issuance and sale of corporate securities; anti-fraud provisions, broker-dealer registrâtion, securities registration, ¿dministration and enforcement, civil liability and rescission, exemptions,

insider trading, and proxy regulation. (Gr.

A; R\Ø)
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Tarøtiott ønd Fiscøl Pokcy, Two hours. The effect of the budgetary demands on revenue policy, shifting and incidence of t¿xation, efiect of taxation on business ectivity, relationship between
federal ¿nd state taxing systems. (Gr. D; R\Ø)

ol Bøsìness Entities, Two hours. Tax problems incident
to the otganization, operetion, reorganization, termination and
sale of business entities including partnerships, corporetions, end
other forms of business organizations; and the related tax problems of the owners of such enterprises. Prerequisite: the basic
course in Taxation. (Gr. A; RV)
Tàxøtìon of Defened Coøþmsøtioø Plaøs, Two hours. Survey of
tax law relating to various kinds of defered.compensation plans,
Tøxøtioø

including proût sharing, stock bonus and pension plans; qualified
and non-qualified stock options; deferred compensation contrâcts.

(Gr.

A;

R\Ø)

United Støtes Constitatioøal, Structue, Three hours. The doctrine
of separation of powers, including discussion of the organization,
the functioning and powers of the three brenches of the Federal
Government; certain problems of federalism ¿nd the rel¿tionship between Federal and State Governments; substaative civil
and political rights.

TUITION AND

FEES

Tu.ition, The tuition fee is $6Zf for each of the two semesters
of the ac¿demic year and $425 for the summer session. Part-time
students in the Evening Division are charged a tuition fee of $490
for each semester and $311 for the summer session. Special parttime students taking less than the minimum course load for the Evening Division are charged g80 for each semester-hour. Part-time
graduate students must pay a tuition fee of $ 8 t for each semesterhour. Tuition and other chtrge, are subject to change at the begin-

ning of âny

All

semester.

of the School of Law and University libraries, health services provided by the University,'r' admission
students are entitled to use

to numerous University-sponsored lectures, Programs and performances, participation in the activities of the Umphrey Lee Student
Center, and services of the University's Placement Ofrce and Psychological Services Center (including the Reading Service Division,
the Speech and Hearing Clinic, and the Division of Testing, Counseling and Guidance). Each lav¡ student also receives a copy of the
School

of Law yearbook.

Full-time students are entitled to admission to all on-campus athletic contests involving University teams and admission to home
football games played in the Cotton Bowl. Each full-time student
also receives a copy of. the Rotunilø, the University yearbook'
Auditor's Fee, Members of the State Bar of Texas or grâduâtes
of approved law schools who have been permitted to enroll as auditors in courses in the undergradvate curriculum are charged a fee
of g40 for each semester-hour. The fee is payable at registration and

is not refundable.
Adm.i.ssion Deþosit. Each applicant accePted for admission to the
first-year class is required to deposit $3f with the Admissions Sectetary oÍ the School of Law within four weeks of the date of his
âcceptance. This deposit is applied against the tuition fee for the
ûrst-semester. The ã'eþosit is fòrfeileù if tbe stadent føils to enroll.

*ìElìJrrr."sity

provides a limited health service. All students living in the
University dormito¡ies or enrolied for regular work in the University are entitled to ihe following he¿lth services: an unlimited number of consultations with
the University physicians duting o6ce hours at their Health Center ofrces,
conferences and treatments by the nurses at such other times as may be designated by the physicians. Blood counts, urinalysis, physiotherapy, special laboratoty
tests and all X-iays are made with minimal charge. Prescriptions are 6lled in the
Health Center Pharmacy. The cost is reduced from regular list price by 2O%.
receive free tuberculin test and X-ray of chest when test is
positive. These privileges are extended to all ambul¿tory students irrespective of
residence. Students living in the University dormito¡ies and taking all meals in
University dining halls, are also entitled to hospitalization in the Health Center
with nurse and doctor in charge. A charge of $t.00 per day v¡ill be made. For
students not taking meals in University dining halls and not living in dormitories,
a charge of gz.t0 per day will be made for each d,ay of hospitalization.

All new students will
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Traøscriþt Fee. Transcripts are issued only by the University
Registrar's Ofice. The ûrst transcript requested is provided without
charge; for each additional transcript there is a iee of g1. Transcripts cânnot be released unless a student has satisfied all of his
financial obligations to the University.
Payntent ol Accouøts. Tuition, room, and board charges for
each semester or surnmer session are due and payable at the time of
registration, but statements will be sent on request. Installment payments may be arranged with the University Cashier's Office.
Upon his failure to make any pâyment within 10 days after it is
due, a student may be dropped from the University until satisfactory arr^ngements have been made with the University Cashier.
The fee for l¿te registration is gl. There is a late pâyment charge
of $ t when a payment is made after its due date. A fee of E 1 is
charged for adding or dropping a course. A charge of $1 will be
made {or each check dishonored by the bank.
Refønds, If a student should register in the School of Law and
for a good reason be unable to attend classes, all of his tuition except 93f.00 will be refunded. If a student registers and attends
classes, but leaves the University within three weeks after the fi.rst
day of registration for a semester or summer session, one-half of his
tuition may be refunded. Refunds are allowed only upon honorable
dismissal by the Dean of the School of Law and must be applied for
at the date of withdrawal. After the third week no refunds arc allowed.

HOUSING AND MEALS
Lawyers Inn, located

in the School of Law quadrangle, provides

for seventy-five unmarried law students.
is g225 for each person in a
double room. A few single rooms are available at a semester rental

residence accommodations

The room rental rate for a semester

of

$2t0.

The rooms are comfortably furnished and linens are provided.
Application for residence must be made on a form supplied by the
Director of Lawyers Inn and must be accompanied by a deposit of
gf0. Approval of application may not be given until the applicant
is accepted for admission to the School of Law.
Limited on-campus facilities are available for married students
and single women. Information concerning these facilities may be
obtained by writing the Office of Special Services of the University.
A number of University-owned apartments are located near the
School of Law. Information about them may be obtained from the
Business Manager of the University.
Meals are served Monday through Saturday noon in the Dining

Financial Aid
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Room of Lav¡ers Inn. The privilege of using the Dining Room is
available to all students and to their guests. Those using the Dining
Roorn (except ûrst-year students living in the Inn) rnay pay f.or
e¿ch meal separately or may contract at the time of registration for
breakfasts, lunches,

or dinners for a full

semester.

All

fi.rst-yeør stailmts lìuing in Lauyers Inø are requìreil to tøl¿e
tbeir meøIs ì.n tbe lnn's Díning Rootn. The cost of meals for one
semester is $270, payable ¿t the time of registration.
Rates for rooms and meals are subject to change at the beginning

of any

semester.

FINANCIAL AID
SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS-IN-AID
SrupsNrs Bsc¡NNrNc rrrE, Fßst Ysen o!'L¡,v Sruov
Substantial scholarship grânts are made each year to highly qualiûed graduates from colleges and universities in all parts of the
nation. Entering students with exceptional qualiÊcations may be

granted assistance covering tuition, fees, room, and board. A

of full tuition scholarship awards are made each year to
graduates of accredited colleges who have maintained excellent
scholastic records. Partial tuition awards in varying amounts are
also made each yeal" to college graduates with good scholastic

number

records who demonstrate need.
Application for such full or partial tuition awards should be made
to the Chairm¿n of the Committee on Scholarships and Loans on
a form v¡hich can be obtained from the Office of Admissions.

All scholarship awards are made for one year. Recipients must
rc-apply each year for further awards or grants.

Stuorxrs \Ørtr Aov¡NcBo St¡.NoINc
A number of full and partial tuition scholarship awards are made
to students with advanced standing, on the basis of superior academic attainment in law studies, qualities of student leadership, and
need. Grants-in-aid to be applied toward tuition cost are also made
each year to students with advanced standing, on the basis of
creditable scholastic records, qualities

of

student leadership, and

need.

Any student with advanced standing desiring to be considered
for either a tuition scholarship or a gtant-in-aid may obtain information about application procedures from the Ofrce of the Dean.
All scholarship awards and grants-in-aid are made for one year.
Recipients must re-apply for each year f.or further awards or grants.
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The following named scholarships have been provided by -individuals, law firms, and business establishments for students with advanced standing. A number of these scholarships are suPPlemented
by long-term Law School Fund

loans.

$1,000 scholarships:

Attuell, Grayson ønd Atwell Scholarship
Hørry L. Bi'gbee Scholørsbiþ
Røclf ori. Byerly Scbolar sbìþ
Cørrin gtoø, J oltnson, aød

Clouis Chøþþell,

lr.,

St

e

þbeøs

Sc

bolø s bi'þ

Scholørsbip

Dølløs Airmoti,ae, Inc. Scholø sbiþ
Dølløs Bar Associøtìon-Vørliclz Press, lnc. Scbolørsbìþ
Dalløs Ti.tle and Guarønty Comþørt'y-Texøs Title ønd Absttact

Comþany Scholørship

Vilton H. Føir

Scbolarsbl¡

B. Felix Hørris Memorial Scbolørsbiþ
V. R. Hørris, Sr., Memorial Scholørshi./ (endowed)
Jobø E. Hicl¿m.øn Metnoriøl Scholørship

lachson, Vølker, Vinsteail, Cantuell, ønd' Miller Scholørsbip
lenlzens, Anson, Sþrødley, ønd Gilcbrist Scholørsbiþ
Iobnson, Bromberg, Leeds, øøil Ri'ggs Scholørsbi.þ
Erin. Bøin lones Scbolørsålp (endowed)
Jobn Leddy Jones Mem'oriøl Scbolørshiy' (endowed)
Loclæ, Pu,rnell, Boren, Løøey, and Neeley Scbolørsbitp
Lomas ønd. Nettleton Financiøl Corþorøtion Scholøtshiþ

G. C. Morton Scbolørsbiþ
Røy -G øla

in

Ri.t c hie, Ri.t

V

ør

d

Ste

Sch

olør s bi P

cbie, ønd Cro slønd Scbolar hip

þhenson

s

S

c holør

s

hi þ

Høzel Porter Storey Memoriøl Scbolarsbiþ
Robert G, Storey, lr., Mernorial Scholmsbiþ
Strøsbwger, Price, Keltoø, Miller, ønd Mørtin Scbolørship
Tbomþson, Knight, Sim'm'ons, ønd Btt'llion Scbolørsbip
Vynne, løffe td Tinsley Scbolarsbiþ
Two full tuition scholarships have been provided by an anonymous benefactor.
Scholarships of less than $1,000:
Alzi.ø, Yial, Hømilton, Koch ønd' Tubb Scholatship
Bu.tler, Binion, Rice, Cook ønd' Knøþþ Scbolørsbiþ

Prizes

t1

Dølløs Løwyets Viues Cløb Scholørshì:þ (two scholarships, one endowed)
Døtnas, Hugøenin and. Boothntøn Scholørsbiþ
Geøry, Brìce ønìl Letuh Scbolarsbiþ
Pøøl D. Lindsey Scholørsbìþ
Cbørles Sbìrley Potts Menorìøl Scholarship
V illìøn, Ale x ønil er Rbe ø Memotìøl S c holar s hip
Texas Associøti.oø ol Defense Counsel Scbolørshìþ

Percy D. Vì.lliøms Scholørsbiþ
Kølmøø V olens Memoriøl Sc holørsbìp

Funds

to be used tow¿rd the endowment of

scholarships have

been contributed by

Mr. and Mrs. Rosser J. Coke, The Dallas Lawyers \Øives' Club, Mr, Hav¡kins Golden, Mrs. J. Roscoe Golden, the
late Mrs. Annie Morris Anderson, Mrs. Erin Bain Jones, and \Ø. R.
Harris, Jr.

LOANS

All

students in good standing at The School of Law are eligible
for loans under sever¿l loan programs. Ordinarily loans will be considered only for students who have successfully completed the ûrst
semester.

Each application is judged on an individual basis. Some of the
factors considered are the student's income, assets, expenses, and
the purpose for which the loan is requested.

PRIZES
The Dallas Lawyers'\Øives Club makes a cash award of g100
class. The award is
based on scholarship and need.

to an outstanding student in the second-year

The Dallas firm of Carrington, Johnson and Stephens presents a
gold watch to the outstanding student in the ûrst-year class.
The Bureau of National Affairs awards a year's subscription to
United States Law \Øeek to the graduating senior who has shown
the greatest improvement in scholarship in his third year.
The \Øest Publishing Company ¿nd Vernon Law Book Company
present annually a set of the three-volume treatise, Texas Law of
Evidence, to the student editor of the Southwestern Law Journal
who makes the outstanding contribution to the Journal, both qual-

ity and quantity considered.
The Dallas ûrm of Thompson, Knight, Simmons, and Bullion
gives each year a cash award of g100 to the student editor who
writes the best original comment published in the Law Journal.
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The Dallas firm of Turner, Atwood, Meer and Francis gives
two cash awards of $f0 each to the two students who
pr"p^i" the best recent case notes for the Law Journal.
The Dallas ûrm of Johnson, Bromberg, Leeds and Riggs gives
each vear $100 to the itudent deemed by the Faculty to be outstandíng in the fields of corporate and frnancial law, based both on
grades and on one or more original paPers.
The Lawyers Title Insurance Company gives each year a cash
award of $ioo and â certitcate to a graduating senior "for-ex-cellence in the law of real property." The award is based on the highest
weighted average Íor 1z-or 14 hours in the- followinS. courses:
Prolerty I and iI, Land Titles, Family Law and Community Property ând PropertY SecuritY.
The Dallas firm of Kilgore and Kilgore gives each year ,a cash
award of $100 to the stuJent who prepares the best original paper
dealing with oil and gas law.
The Dallas firm of Goldberg and Alexander gives each year a cash
award of $t0.00 to the meriber of the class in Creditors'Rights
the highest grade on the ûnal examination in the
each year

X*îrJ..".t".t

The Thomas Jefierson Society o'f the United States offers the
Thomas Jefierson Prize in Legal Ethics, an awatd of 5200' to
students in the School of Lav¡ and Perkins School of Theology who
do the most effective work in the field of legal ethics and the rela-

tion of Religion and Law. conditions of the award are established
bv the faculties of the two schools and the prize rr,'ay be divided
bLtween the two schools.
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers

conducts each year the Ñathan Burkan Memorial Competition' The
wriie, of the Éest paper submitted by a student in the School of
Law on some subieci dealing with Copyright Law is awarded a prne
of g2I0. A prizé of $100 ìs given for the second- best paper' The
best paper is^entered in the naiional competition where an award of
61,000ìs madc for the outstanding essay.
The Texas Association of Pl¿intiff's Attorneys awards each yeat
a 9100 prize Íor the best comment in the fields of Torts or \Øorkmen's Compensation l¿w.

The Arthur Stedry Hansen Consulting Actuaries of Dallas offers
totrliog $400 for scholastic excellence in the ûelds
and employee benefit.
planning
of esirte
The Dallas ûrm of \Øynne, Jafie and Tinsley presented to the
School of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the
name of the outstanding student in Moot Court Competition' The
trm also makes a cash award of $100 to the winning student'
each year awards

Scholarly

Publications
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Mr. Russell M. Baker of the Dallas Bar has presented to the
of Law t bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the
names of the members of the v¡inning ream in the First-Year Moot
School

Court Competition.

The Criminal Law and Procedure Award of Merit, a cash award
each year by Mr. Phil Burleson of the D¿llas
Bar to the student writing the most outstanding law journal casenote or comment dealing with Texas criminal law or criminal procedure, or dealing with constitutional law concerning the rights
of the criminally accused. If no award can be made on rhe foregoing basis, the student making the highest average grade in all
of the courses in the criminal law ûeld shall receive the award.
The Mercantile N¿tional Bank at Dallas gives each year ro rhe
student making the highest grade in the course in Esrate Planning
an award of E100, and to the student making the second highest
grade in that course, an av¡ard of $t0.
Tbe Vall Street loarnøl each year awards a one-yer subscription
to the Journøl and a medal to the graduating senior nominated by
the faculty on the basis of student achievement.
Bound reprints of selected topics from American Jurisprudence
are presented by the Bancroft-\Øhitney Co. to the student writing
the best examination paper in ¿ number of courses.

of çI0, is presented

SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS
The Southu,,esterø Løa.t Jownø\, a qvarterly legal periodical,
has been published by The School of Law since 1947. Thì Journal
is devoted to authoritative analyses of important topics of the
law, and it reaches judges, law schools, and attorneys throughout the United States and abroad. Although the dtle of the publication indicates its former purpose of treating the l¿w of the
Southwestern area, its scope today embraces signiûcant phases of
local, national and international law. Each issue contairu articles
by prominent scholars and attorneys, coûtments by student editors,
and discussions of recenr cases.
The operation and management of the Journal is vested in a
Board of Editors composed of senior srudents, Second-year students, selected on the 6asis of scholarship, may become cåndidates.
The Board is chosen from the candidates-who ôxhibit high capacity
for legal research and writing. All editorial responsibiliiy is in thã
Board of Editors. The work of the studenrs, coupled with the guidance and assis[ance of the law faculty, has proãuced a periodical
of permanent value to the legal profession. iaw Journal f¡¿ining
and experience are widely recognized as an invaluable complemeni

to formal legal

education.
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Tbe lournøI ol Ai.r Løw øøìl Conrøerce, â quarterly publication
foundeá in 1930, is also published at The School of Law. The only
scholarly periodical in the English language devoted primarily to the
legal and economic problems of aviation and space, the Journal' h.as
a lodd-wide circulãtion, with subscribers located throughout the
United States and i0 foreign countries. Each issue contains articles
dealing with the many complex problems of the rapidly expanding
airline industry, domestic ând internâtional. Among the contributors
are distinguished lawyers, economists, Sovernment officials and
scholars in diverse fields of intellectual activity. Complemented by
special sections dealing with topical issues of a diverse nature' student comments and ¡asenotes, booh reviews, and editorial comment, the Joørnøl constitutes a vital forum for the discussion and
analysis of contemporary issues affecting aviation and the law of
o.rt." rpr"". The Jõurttal's policies and plans are formulated by the
studenf Board of Editors in conjunction with an Editorial Advisory
Board composed of internationally-prominent scholars and a member of the-faculty of The School of Law who serves as the senior

editor.
A substantial portion of each issue of the lotønø|, of Ait Løw ønd
Commerce is devoted to material prepared and edited by a student
Board of Editors, who are senior students competitively chosen on
the basis of scholarship and demonstr¿ted research and writing
talents. In all respects the experience gained in writing and editing
for the Journal ii equivalent to that offered by other leading law
reviews. The training provided by the JournøI and the opportunities it afiords for professional advancement are important adjuncts
to any l¿w student's educational experience.

OTHER STUDENT ACTIVITIES
AND ORGANIZATIONS
Tbe Aþþlied. Legø|, Trøining Progrø'rn is conducted each summer.
Regular itudents ûnishing their second year of. hw work- lthird
ye.r in the Evening Division) may enroll. One semester hour of
credit may be earned, and the student is compensated by the, employer to'whom he is assigned. Assignments- are made to legal offices (firms, corporations and government) for twelve v¡eeks. Some

assignments are divided between legal ofices and district or county
courts.
The Legøl Aid. Clìnic and' Trai'nìng i.n Prof essionøl Resþonsibì'lity.
In cooperãtion v¡ith the Dallas Legal Aid Society and the Dallas
Council of Social Agencies, the School operates a Legal Aid Clinic
under the supervision of a Director and an Associate Director who
are members of the faculty. For this work the School maintains a

T

suire

of srudenr
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""îprovides
sistance. Additional offices are located in \Øest
Dallas. Cases involving

domestic relations are cleared for the Clinic through the Dallas
Family Service Agency, while cases from out of the county come
by rcf.erral from other legal aid clinics and societies. Selected students are appointed to assist court-appointed attorneys in defending
criminal cases. Students also advise prisoners in the state penitentiary by mail. The students interview the clients and prepare the
papers and s¡ork âs assistants to the attorneys of record when the
cases reach the litigation stage. In some civil câses the judge allows

the students to assist in presenting the case in court, This work is
open to second- and third-year students,
\Øith the assistance of a matching grant from the National
Council on Legal Clinics, administering a Ford Foundation fund,
The School of Law placed in operâtion in September 1964 a practical and far-sighted program in Training in Professional Responsibility. Under this progtam, the Legal Aid Clinic was expanded by
the opening of a lVest Dallas office in an effort to serve more indigent persons in depressed are¿s who cannot afford legal counsel.
The new progrâm carries with it an increased effort to develop in
the student an appreciation of the interrelation of other disciplines
and law, as v¡ell as a coordination of the existing instruction in
Legal Ethics, Practice Court, and Applied Legal Training. This
Training in Professional Responsibility is consonant with the
School's aim of producing not only professionally competent but
also professionally responsible attorneys prepared to assume the role
of the lawyer in modern society.
Tbe SMU Stadent Bar Assocìøtion, composed of all students in
the school, has as its general purpose the promotion of the interests
of the student body. The Association conducts forums at v¡hich
professional life discuss topics of current inalso sponsors social functions each semester.

in public and

leaders

terest, and

it

ol tbe Voolsacþ" is a School of Law scholastic honor
to which not more than the highest ten per cent of each
graduating class may be elected by vote of the f.aculty.
The Børristers, a general service organization of É.fteen law students elected on the basis of scholarship and leadership, has as its
purpose to undertake various projects for the bene6.t of the law
Tbe Order

society

students and the School.

Tbe Aduocates is an organization composed of all students residing in the Lawyers Inn. It holds dinner meetings to which prominent lawyers and judges are invited for addresses on interesting
legal topics. It also maintains an active interest in the social welfare

of all

residents.
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Tbe Regionøl Moot Court Comþetitìon is held each November.
Lav¡ Schools from Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas and New
Mexico are eligible to compete. Prominent lawyers and judges serve
as judges in the preliminary and ûnal rounds. The three rePresentatives of this School are chosen in a series of Moot Court arguments held in October. This competition is a part of the National
Moot Court Competition sponsored by the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York. The winners of the Regional Competition
go to the ûnals in New York City.
Tbe Støte Junior Bør Moot Coørt Con'þetition is held each June
as a part of the annual convention of the St¿te Bar of Texas. This
is an appellate moot court competition between the law schools of
Texas. The question always deals with a moot point of Texas law.

The three representatives of this law school are chosen in a series of
moot court arguments held in April and May. The school represented by the winners receives an engraved plaque from the sponsors, The State Junior Bar of Texas.
Legøl Fraternities. Chapters of three national legal fraternities
have been established at the School-the John Hemphill Senate of
Delta Theta Phi, the Roger Brooke Taney Chapter of Phi Alpha
Delta and Monteith Inn of Phi Delm Phi. Alpha Psi Chapter of the
Kappa Beta Pi International Legal Sorority is active for the benefit

,of women students.
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